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Electrostatic forces are among the most common interactions in nature and omnipresent
at the nanoscale. Scanning probe methods represent a formidable approach to study
these interactions locally. The lateral resolution of such images is, however, often lim-
ited as they are based on measuring the force (gradient) due to the entire tip interact-
ing with the entire surface. Recently, we developed scanning quantum dot microscopy
(SQDM), a new technique for the imaging and quantification of surface potentials which
is based on the gating of a nanometer-size tip-attached quantum dot by the local sur-
face potential and the detection of charge state changes via non-contact atomic force
microscopy. Here, we present a rigorous formalism in the framework of which SQDM
can be understood and interpreted quantitatively. In particular, we present a general
theory of SQDM based on the classical boundary value problem of electrostatics, which
is applicable to the full range of sample properties (conductive vs insulating, nanostruc-
tured vs homogeneously covered). We elaborate the general theory into a formalism
suited for the quantitative analysis of images of nanostructured but predominantly flat
and conductive samples.
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1 Introduction to SQDM
1.1 Electrostatic potentials at the nanoscale and their measurement
Electrostatic forces are among the most common interactions in nature. While they appear in the
macroscopic world only when excess charges are present, they are omnipresent at the nanoscale
because the constituents of matter, electrons and nuclei, carry discrete charges. These fields sig-
nificantly influence microelectromechanical systems [1] as well as nanoelectronic components,
for example as built-in interface potentials [2, 3] or unwanted background charges [4].
A common method to image and quantify electric potentials on surfaces is Kelvin probe
force microscopy (KPFM) which measures the potential difference between a surface and a
probe [5–18]. The measurement principle of KPFM is derived from the classical Kelvin probe
insofar as the electrostatic interaction between two objects, tip and surface, is minimized by
application of a compensating bias. The lateral resolution of KPFM arises from the distance de-
pendence of the electrostatic force [7,10,19]: The forces at the closest distance between sample
and probe, i.e., close to the tip apex, outweigh the forces between the probe and more remote
surface areas. Therefore, the potential difference in the vicinity of the tip apex is measured
when nulling the overall electrostatic force. Consequently, surface potential variations can be
imaged when scanning the probe over the surface.
However, the lateral resolution of KPFM is intrinsically limited by this working principle in
which the measurement signal is determined by the entire tip interacting with the entire surface.
Different tip shapes have been explored but even ultimately sharp tips are not optimal because
a shrinking (relevant) interaction area likewise reduces the signal-to-noise ratio [7]. To obtain
maximal resolution, the tip-surface distance has to be decreased to a point where chemical
forces between tip and sample start acting [12]. A rather recent development in this direction is
the passivation of a standard metal probe with a single CO molecule [15,16]. However, at these
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small distances additional effects besides the contact potential difference appear and hamper
the quantitative interpretation of the data. Overcoming these limitations is an active field of
research [12, 16].
Recently we developed scanning quantum dot microscopy (SQDM), a new technique for
the imaging and quantification of surface potentials [20–22]. SQDM is based on the gating of
a nanometer-size tip-attached quantum dot (QD) by the local surface potential. The technique
detects changes in the charge state of the QD via non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-
AFM) and (like KPFM) applies and adjusts a compensation voltage Vb across the tip-surface
junction to maintains the gating condition where the QD charge state changes. Since local
surface potential variations contribute to the gating, their effect has to be compensated by the
respective adjustments of Vb. The introduction of a dedicated controller for SQDM imaging [23]
reduced the effort of SQDM and enabled the imaging of large surface areas [22]. Finally, an
efficient image deconvolution technique enabled the interpretation of SQDM images in terms
of electric potentials in the sample surface plane [22].
Here, we derive the rigorous formalism in the framework of which SQDM can be understood
and interpreted quantitatively. In particular, we present a general theory of SQDM based on
the classical boundary value problem of electrostatics, which is applicable to the full range of
sample properties (conductive vs insulating, nanostructured vs homogeneously covered). We
elaborate the general theory into a formalism suited for the quantitative analysis of images of
nanostructured but predominantly flat and conductive samples. This formalism is applicable to,
e.g., atomically ordered metal surfaces with point or line defects, including adsorbates such as
isolated molecules, molecular films or 2D materials.
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Figure 1: The principle of SQDM (A) A single molecule (here PTCDA) is attached to the SPM tip via
a stable directional bond such that the molecule remains vertical and its electronic states barely overlap
with the tip. Then, the molecule acts as a QD and can be gated and charged by individual electrons
by applying a bias to the sample. (B) The charging events can be detected in ∆f(Vb) curves as sharp
dips superimposed on the usual Kelvin parabola. Shown are ∆f(Vb) curves for three different sensor
QD molecules recorded with a qPlus-type NC-AFM/STM. (C) Series of ∆f(Vb) spectra around V − for a
decreasing surface potential beneath the tip+QD sensor during scanning. As a result V − shifts to more
positive values such that the sum of surface potential and applied potential Vb remains (approximately)
constant [20].
1.2 The primary and secondary measurands of SQDM
Before presenting an extensive and rigorous discussion of the theoretical foundation of SQDM,
we introduce the basic principles and quantities relevant for SQDM. The working principle of
SQDM is illustrated in Fig. 1. SQDM requires a QD firmly attached to the tip apex of a non-
contact atomic force microscope (NC-AFM) (Fig. 1A). The levels of the QD are electronically
decoupled from tip, and at least one of them is positioned near the Fermi energy of the tip EF.
Then, the charge state of that level can be controlled by gating via the sample bias Vb. Changes
in the charge state of the QD can be detected as abrupt steps in the tip-sample force and thus as
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dips in the measured frequency shift signal ∆f (Fig. 1B).
One experimental realization of SQDM [20] is the case of a single molecule as the QD with
an initially singly occupied level which can either be emptied or doubly occupied by gating.
The bias voltages (center of each dip) at which one electron is added (V +) or removed (V −) are
specific properties of the tip + QD system (referred to as sensor below) and generally increase
with decreasing QD size (Fig. 1B) [21, 24].
For a given sensor the change in charge state happens at a specific well-defined potential Φ±QD
of the QD measured with respect to the grounded tip. If the tip is scanned across the surface, the
laterally varying surface potential leads to variations in ΦQD. This shifts the charging voltages
V ± (Fig. 1C) [20]. Moreover, lateral variations of the gating efficiency which stem from the
surface topography will affect the relation between ΦQD and Vb and thus also cause V ± to
change. V + and V − are the primary measurands of SQDM.
Next, we derive expressions which connect these primary measurands with properties of the
sample surface that are of interest. The general expression for the potential at the QD is
ΦQD = Φ
∗ + αVb + ΦT, (1)
where Φ∗ denotes the contribution from the electrostatic potential distribution on the sample
surface, αVb the contribution from the applied bias and ΦT the contribution from local potentials
on the tip surface. The latter is constant for a given sensor. The gating efficiency is defined as
α ≡ dΦQD
dVb
. (2)
Equation 1 will be rigorously derived in Section. 3.4 (Eq. 48).
Similar to KPFM, SQDM also measures changes in surface potential and no absolute surface
potentials (work functions). Hence, one has to select a reference position r0 of the sensor above
a region of the sample surface in which the surface potential is constant. At this reference
position we define the surface potential as zero which likewise defines Φ∗(r0) ≡ 0. We denote
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the primary measurands at r0 as V ±0 ≡ V ±(r0), and the gating efficiency at r0 as α0 ≡ α(r0). It
is moreover helpful to define a relative gating efficiency as
αrel ≡ α
α0
. (3)
With these definitions we now equate two versions of Eq. 1, one at r0 and one at any other sensor
position r. Moreover, we do so for the positive and negative charging events, which yields
α0V
+
0 = α(r)V
+(r) + Φ∗(r) (4)
α0V
−
0 = α(r)V
−(r) + Φ∗(r), (5)
respectively.
We can derive the following two expressions via a series of straightforward algebraic trans-
formation from Eqs. 3, 4 and 5, leaving out the variable r for simplicity
αrel =
V +0 − V −0
V + − V − (6)
Φ∗ = α
(
V −0
αrel
− V −
)
= α
(
V +0
αrel
− V +
)
(7)
With these equations we have quantified two main parameters of Eq. 1 in terms of measured
V ± and V ±0 . It is intuitively clear that the two quantities αrel and Φ
∗ are related to the surface
potential and topography. A substantial part of this paper is dedicated to the derivation of this
explicit relation. Looking at Eq. 7, we observe that it only specifies V ∗ ≡ Φ∗
α
. The reason is
that Φ∗ is measured by compensation and the applied compensation voltage acts on ΦQD via α.
We will discuss in the following sections how the secondary measurands of SQDM, V ∗ and
αrel, can be derived in a rigorous theoretical framework and how they are related to actually
relevant surface properties like the local surface potential Φs(r).
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1.3 The imaging formalism of SQDM
SQDM is a scanning probe microscopy. The probe, in our case the sensor consisting of tip and
quantum dot, is scanned at a certain height z across the sample surface, with the aim to learn
something about the sample surface. Conceptually, it is opportune to distinguish between the
imaging plane at z and the object surface, which is the sample surface itself. Note that since the
imaging plane is a plane, while the object surface is an arbitrary surface, the vertical distance
between the two is not the same at every lateral position of the probe.
Abstractly, the problem of SQDM can be formulated as follows: Knowing the imaged quan-
tity I in the imaging plane from the measurement, we want to learn about the object quantity O
in the object surface. Specifically, the following questions arise: What are the image and object
quantities, what is the mathematical relation between I and O, and how can O be determined
once I has been measured? We thus have to identify I and O and their relation
O(r′) = Oˆ[I(r)], (8)
where Oˆ is a functional and O(r′) and I(r) are functions defined in the object surface and
imaging planes, respectively. In Chapter 3.4 we prove that ΦQD(r), the electrostatic potential at
the position of the QD, can be written as
ΦQD(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)[Φs(r′) + Vb]d2r′ + ΦT. (9)
Φs(r′) is the electrostatic potential in the object surface at r′, Vb is the bias voltage applied to
the sample (object), ΦT is the constant contribution from the potential distribution on the tip
surface, and γ is an integral kernel to be determined below. The integral is carried out over the
entire object surface. Eq. 9 corresponds to an electrostatic boundary value problem Bˆ, which
can abstractly be written as
ΦQD(r) = Bˆ[O(r′)− I] (10)
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with the object function O(r′) = Φs(r′) and the parameter I = Vb. Within the measurement
protocol of SQDM, Bˆ is in fact executed, in the sense that the total surface potential O(r′)−I is
adjusted by the parameter I in order to realize a specific constant value of ΦQD (corresponding
to the charging potential Φ±QD) for all r. From the condition
Bˆ[O(r′)− I] = const. (11)
the image function I(r) is generated in the experiment. Mathematically, I(r) = V ∗(r) is given
by
V ∗(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ∗(r, r′)Φs(r′)d2r′. (12)
Eq. 12, which can be derived straightforwardly from Eq. 9 as we will show later (Eq. 56), has
the form
I(r) = Oˆ−1[O(r′)]. (13)
Hence, the inverse of Eq. 12 is the sought-after relation Eq. 8 and thus provides a solution to the
problem of obtaining the object function from the measured image function of SQDM. In other
words, SQDM corresponds to the inversion of a boundary value problem. For a certain class of
samples this inversion corresponds to a deconvolution with a kernel γ∗.
The situation is different for the secondary measurand αrel. With respect to αrel as image
function I(r), Eq. 13 reads (Eq. 51)
αrel(r) =
1
α0
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)d2r′. (14)
The corresponding object function O(r′) turns out to be the surface topography which deter-
mines the function γ(r, r′). However, because the relation between topography and γ is com-
plex, a series of approximations must be made to retrieve the topography from αrel (Sec. 4).
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2 SQDM as a boundary value problem of electrostatics
2.1 Poisson equation and Green’s function formalism
r
r´
QD
tip
sample
n´
Figure 2: Abstraction of the tip-QD-sample junction as an electrostatic boundary value problem.
The potential inside the volume V is defined by a set of boundary conditions on the enclosing surface
S . The symbols are explained in the text.
As an essential abstraction for the forthcoming discussion we assume that the QD is point-like
and that the tip is conductive and electrically connected to the sample at infinity such that tip
and sample surface enclose a volume V (Fig. 2). Under these assumptions the SQDM setup and
the imaging problem outlined above (Eq. 10) can be formulated as a boundary value problem
of electrostatics.
The electrostatic potential Φ always and everywhere fulfills the Poisson equation
∆′Φ(r′) = −ρ(r
′)
0
. (15)
With the help of Green’s second identity∫∫∫
V
(φ∆ψ − ψ∆φ)dV =
∮
S
[
φ
∂ψ
∂n
− ψ∂φ
∂n
]
· da, (16)
whereS is a closed surface and V the enclosed volume, setting ψ(r′) = 1/|r− r′| and φ(r′) =
Φ(r′), as well as using the mathematical identity
∆′
( 1
|r− r′|
)
= −4piδ(r− r′), (17)
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Eq. 15 and can be turned into an integral equation for the potential Φ(r), namely
Φ(r) =
∫∫∫
V
ρ(r′)
4pi0|r− r′|d
3r′ +
1
4pi0
∮
S
[
1
|r− r′|0
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
− 0Φ(r′) ∂
∂n′
( 1
|r− r′|
)]
d2r′. (18)
The normal derivatives are defined by
∂
∂n′
≡ n′ · ∇′, (19)
where n′ is the unit vector normal toS and pointing outward, i.e. away from V .
Although Eq. 18 expresses the potential Φ(r) at r in the volume V as the integral over
the charge density ρ(r′) in V and the potential Φ(r′) and its normal derivative ∂Φ(r
′)
∂n′ on the
boundary S of V (Fig. 2), this equation does not define a valid boundary value problem for
Φ, because specifying arbitrary Φ and ∂Φ
∂n′ on S does not yield a solution to Eqs. 15 or 18, as
solutions are already uniquely defined by either specifying Φ (Dirichlet boundary conditions) or
∂Φ
∂n′ (Neumann boundary conditions) onS [25]. Specifying both independently overdetermines
Φ.
Eq. 18 is instructive, however, because it shows that the potential Φ at point r is determined
by three contributions (Fig. 2): (1) the charge density ρ in V , i.e., each point charge at r′ that
contributes to ρ being the source of a Coulomb potential, plus (2) the potential due to a surface
charge density σ = 0 ∂Φ∂n′ onS and (3) the potential due to a dipole moment density Π = −0Φ
of a double layer on S . It is easy to show that the potential of a double layer of equal and
opposite surface charge densities gives rise to a potential [25]
Φ(r) =
1
4pi0
∫∫
Π(r′)n · ∇′
( 1
|r− r′|
)
da. (20)
where Π(r′) is the dipole density. Equation 18 applied to the potential at the position of the
QD thus shows that there is a relation of either charge density or dipole density and SQDM
measurands.
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Valid electrostatic boundary value problems for solving Laplace or Poisson equations can
be formulated by the Green’s function formalism [25]. Thereby, either Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions can be used. In a Dirichlet problem, the potential Φ is given on the bound-
ary S of volume V (which corresponds to specifying a surface dipole density), while in a
Neumann problem the normal derivative of the potential (surface charge density) is given on
S . Since the charge density defines an electric field, which is the gradient of the potential,
an integration constant in the form of a global potential offset is additionally required in the
Neumann problem. In the following we will discuss the implications arising from the two types
of boundary conditions.
The Green’s function specifies the contribution of each point on the surfaceS to the poten-
tial at any point in the volume V . A Green’s function for the Laplace or Poisson equations in
the volume V bordered by the surfaceS is a function GS (r, r′) that satisfies the equation
∆′GS (r, r′) = − e
0
δ(r− r′) for all r′ ∈ V , (21)
Comparing to Eq. 17, one sees that e
4pi0|r−r′| , i.e. the electric potential at r of a point charge +e
at r′, is a possible Green’s function. However, the most general expression for GS is
GS (r, r′) =
e
4pi0|r− r′| + FS (r, r
′), (22)
where FS satisfies the Laplace equation
∆′FS (r, r′) = 0 for all r′ ∈ V . (23)
The freedom which FS offers can now be used to implement Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions as well as specify the shape of the boundary. With ψ(r′) = GS (r, r′) and φ(r′) =
12
Φ(r′), Green’s second identity Eq. 16 becomes∫∫∫
V
[
Φ(r′)∆′GS (r, r′)−GS (r, r′)∆′Φ(r′)
]
d3r′
=
∮
S
[
Φ(r′)
∂GS (r, r′)
∂n′
−GS (r, r′)∂Φ(r
′)
∂n′
]
d2r′.
(24)
With Eq. 21 this becomes
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) =
∫∫∫
V
GS (r, r′)
ρ(r′)
e
d3r′
+
0
e
∮
S
[
GS (r, r′)
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
− Φ(r′)∂GS (r, r
′)
∂n′
]
d2r′.
(25)
2.2 Dirichlet problem for a metallic surface
It is possible to make the first term in the surface integral in Eq. 25 zero by choosing FS such
that
∀ r ∈ V , ∀ r′ ∈ S : GDS (r, r′) = 0. (26)
This is the Dirichlet boundary condition, the superscript D stands for ”Dirichlet”. The physical
meaning of Dirichlet boundary conditions Eq. 26 is clear: The potential GDS (r, r
′) at r of a point
test charge located at r′ on the surfaceS is forced to be zero everywhere in V and onS . This is
achieved by external charges outside V which provide an additional potential F (r, r′) at r such
that the total potential, including the potential of the test charge, is zero in V and on S . Since
the external charge distribution which makes the potential vanish must depend on the position
of the test charge, F (r, r′) depends parametrically on r′. If S is the surface of a metal, then F
can be interpreted as arising from a surface charge density located on S and induced by the
test charge at r′.
With Eq. 26, Eq. 25 becomes
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) =
∫∫∫
V
GDS (r, r
′)
ρ(r′)
e
d3r′ − 0
e
∮
S
Φ(r′)
∂GDS (r, r
′)
∂n′
d2r′. (27)
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If moreover no charges are located in V , we obtain
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) = −0
e
∮
S
Φ(r′)
∂GDS (r, r
′)
∂n′
d2r′. (28)
The essence of Eq. 28 is as follows: If one puts a test charge on a closed and grounded metal
surface S , the freely movable charge of the metal will redistribute to zero the potential ev-
erywhere on the surface and in the enclosed volume V . This means that GDS (r, r
′) = 0 for
all r′ ∈ S . If now the test charge is moved away from the surface along the surface normal
into the volume V , an image charge in the metal is created just below the test charge. This
image charge becomes part of the charge distribution outside V that creates the potential F .
Evidently, the now nonzero potential GDS (r, r
′) at r is the potential of a point dipole at the po-
sition r′. For this reason, the integrand in Eq. 28, which gives the total potential at r of an
arbitrary surface potential distribution on S , is given by 1
e
∂GDS
∂n′ × 0Φ, which is the potential
GDS (r, r
′) = GDS (r, r
′ ∈ S )+n′ ·∇′GDS (r, r′) of the point dipole per unit charge, times the actual
size 0Φ of the point dipole at r′ (see Eq. 20). Note that any surface potential can be understood
as the areal dipole density of a double layer, because at a double layer the potential always has a
step (Φ2 −Φ1 = Π0 ). The minus sign in Eq. 28 follows from the fact that the derivative is taken
in the direction of the normal that points away from V , while we have moved the test charge at
r′ into V .
We note that for Dirichlet boundary conditions the Green’s function is symmetric, i.e.
GDS (r, r
′) = GDS (r
′, r) [25]. This means that source point and field point of the test charge
can be exchanged. Hence, an alternative interpretation of Dirichlet boundary conditions is pos-
sible (Fig. 3): If a test charge is placed at r in V , then the total potential, i.e. the potential due
to the point charge itself and the potential F due to the external charges, is zero for all r′ on
S . −∂GDS (r,r′)
∂n′ then gives the normal component of the electric field onS , which is small near
surface depressions, and large near protrusions (Fig. 3). In this view, the parametric dependence
14
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Figure 3: Electric field lines at a conductive surface. A test charge at r causes an electric field.
(A) Within a depression of the conductive surface the electric field is weakened due to screening as
illustrated by the sparsity of electric field lines inside the depression. (B) By the same token, the field is
enhanced on top of a protrusion. The gradient −∂GDS (r,r′)∂n′ is correspondingly small in panel A and large
in panel B.
of F on r arises because when the test charge changes its position in V , the external charges
have to adjusted in order to provide zero potential on S . If S is the surface of a metal, F can
be interpreted as the potential due to image charges.
2.3 Neumann problem for a dielectric surface
Next, we analyze the situation of a dielectric rather than a metallic surface. In this case, Neu-
mann boundary conditions, formulated in terms of surface charge densities instead of surface
potentials, are appropriate. In the present section we recall the case of Neumann conditions on
a closed surfaceS .
For Neumann conditions, F in Eq. 22 is adjusted such that
∀ r ∈ V , ∀ r′ ∈ S : ∂G
N
S (r, r
′)
∂n′
= − e
0S
, (29)
where S is the total surface area of S . While it might seem more natural to assume that
∂GNS (r,r
′)
∂n = 0, this is inconsistent with Gauss’ law, which for∇′GS (r, r′) is∫
V
∇′ · ∇′GS (r, r′)d3r′ = − e
0
=
∮
S
n · ∇′GS (r, r′)d2r′ =
∮
S
∂GS (r, r′)
∂n′
d2r′. (30)
Here we have used Eq. 21 and 19. If ∂G
N
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ is constant onS , then Eq. 29 follows from Eq. 30.
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If Eq. 29 is inserted into Eq. 25, then one obtains
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) =
∫∫∫
V
GNS (r, r
′)
ρ(r′)
e
d3r′ + 〈Φ〉S
+
0
e
∮
S
GNS (r, r
′)
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
d2r′,
(31)
where we have used
− 0
e
∮
S
Φ(r′)
∂GNS (r, r
′)
∂n′
d2r′ =
0
e
∮
S
Φ(r′)
e
0S
d2r′ = 〈Φ〉S . (32)
If there are no charges in V , one has with Neumann boundary conditions
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) = 〈Φ〉S + 0
e
∮
S
GNS (r, r
′)
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
d2r′. (33)
The physical meaning of Neumann boundary conditions Eq. 29 can be understood in the fol-
lowing way: One puts a point test charge onS at r′ and then adjusts a distribution of additional
charges outside V such that the total potentialGNV (r, r
′) = e
4pi0|r−r′|+F (r, r
′) at r inside V fulfils
Eq. 29, i.e. changes with a fixed (independent of r′) slope as the test charge is moved along the
surface normal n′. Moreover, this fixed slope tends to zero as S becomes large. Eq. 29 is evi-
dently fulfilled ifS is a dielectric surface that has, except at r′, a specific areal charge density σ
sitting below it, just outside V . The σ is constructed such that moving the test charge from its
position onS to just outside V , that is into line with σ, creates the situation of constant poten-
tial (zero electric field) everywhere inside V (σ is chosen accordingly; if, e.g., S is a sphere,
σ is a constant surface charge density). Before, with the test charge at its original position on
S (i.e. slightly inside σ), the electric field is not precisely zero in V , and hence there are small
changes ∂G
N
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ (Eq. 29) of the potential at r as the test charge is moved along n
′. However,
since for increasing area of S the contribution of the one slightly ”misaligned” charge at r′ to
the total potential in V becomes negligible, the potential change ∂G
N
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ at r also converges to
zero asS grows.
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With this interpretation of Eq. 29, it is straightforward to understand the physical essence
of Eq. 33. The integral Eq. 33 gives the total potential at r of an arbitrary surface charge
distribution applied on S (not to be confused with the charge density outside V that produces
F ). Its integrand is therefore given by 1
e
GNS , which is the potential of the surface charge density
element at r′ per unit charge, times 0 ∂Φ∂n′ , the actual size of the applied surface charge density
at r′. The surface charge density is given by the latter expression, because − ∂Φ
∂n′ is the normal
component of the electric field atS , and generally steps in the normal electric field at surfaces
are related to surface charge densities (E2 − E1 = σ0 ). The integral in Eq. 33 is positive,
because negative signs due to the definition of the electric field and due to taking the normal
derivative in −n′ direction cancel. In addition to the integral, the term 〈Φ〉S appears in Eq. 33.
It arises because, even in absence of the applied charge density 0 ∂Φ∂n′ , the potential at r, given
by GNS (r, r
′), does not remain constant as the test charge moves along −n′; as an immediate
consequence, the surface integral in Eq. 25 with ∂G
N
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ in the integrand is not zero. As we
have seen in the Dirichlet case, this integral describes the effect of a double layer at S on the
potential at r. In the present case of Neumann boundary conditions, this double layer arises from
the polarization of the dielectric at its surfaceS by the charge density that sets up F . Because
by construction (Eq. 29) ∂G
N
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ is constant, only the average of the double layer potential on
S contributes to the potential at r, although the double layer may well be inhomogeneous on
S .
With this, we conclude our discussion of the formalism for the description of Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions. We now turn to the application of this formalism to the specific
case of SQDM.
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3 Solution of the SQDM boundary value problem
3.1 Introduction
As stated earlier, the central task of SQDM image interpretation is finding the relation between
the potential ΦQD at the QD and the properties of the boundary, i.e., tip and sample surface. In
this respect, the goal is to actually determine the Green’s function for a given measurement sit-
uation and invert the corresponding boundary value problem. We will present a formal solution
below. However, it is practically always necessary to introduce simplifying assumptions about
the nature of the boundary, particularly at the object surface, to solve this task. Clearly, there
is not one single preferable approach, but rather a hierarchy of simplifications which can only
partially explored in this paper.
The boundary at the object surface is fully specified by the boundary shape and the material
of which the boundary consists. Depending on the material, appropriate boundary conditions
can be chosen: Dirichlet conditions for a conductive surface, Neumann conditions for a dielec-
tric surface. We outline the general case of a boundary which has metallic and dielectric parts
in in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we introduce the first simplification, namely eliminating Neu-
mann conditions at partially dielectric surfaces via the introduction on an effective dielectric
topography of metallic nature. In Section 4 we then apply some restrictions to the shape of the
boundary, the strongest one being the assumption of a completely flat surface. Subsequently,
we relax this assumption and sketch a possible approach to obtain the Green’s functions for
non-planar surfaces.
3.2 Formal solution
In this section we consider the most general situation that may be encountered in SQDM. While
the tip is always metallic, the sample surface may consist of several elements:
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dielectric
r
r´
Figure 4: Boundary value problem for a mixed surface. The enclosing surfaceS consists of metal-
lic (M ) and dielectric (D) parts. A second, purely metallic surface S ′ can be defined which coincides
with S on M but differs in the regions D where it forms the metallic support beneath the dielectric
nanostructure.
1. an arbitrary geometric topography of a metallic sample surface,
2. a dielectric layer of arbitrary dielectric properties and topography (not necessarily closed)
on top of the metal surface; this includes the case of a thick dielectric on a metallic sample
plate.
An example is given in Fig. 4. We split the closed surface S into two parts, the dielectric
portion D and the metallic portion M . The latter also comprises the tip. In Fig. 4, we also
could consider the surface S ′ which is fully metallic. However, then in Eq. 27 the volume
integral is not zero. Since in SQDM we must solve a problem of the kind defined in Eq. 13 for
2D image and object functions, it is therefore more advantageous to consider the inner surface
S which consists of D andM . This situation can be handled by choosing Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the metal, and Neumann boundary conditions on the dielectric.
Mixed Dirichlet/Neumann boundary conditions have a unique solution [25], such that the
potential at point r is given by
∀ r ∈ V : Φ(r) = 〈Φ〉D + 0
e
∫
D
GMS (r, r
′)
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
d2r′ − 0
e
∫
M
Φ(r′)
∂GMS (r, r
′)
∂n′
d2r′. (34)
The superscript M stands for mixed boundary conditions. Formally, we can define
γS (r, r′) ≡
{
( 0
e
GMS (r, r
′) ∀ r′ ∈ D)
(− 0
e
∂GMS (r,r
′)
∂n′ ∀ r′ ∈M ).
}
(35)
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Then, we can write Eq. 34 compactly as
Φ(r) = 〈Φ〉D +
∮
S
γMS (r, r
′)
[
∂Φ(r′)
∂n′
θ(r′) + Φ(r′)(1− θ(r′))
]
d2r′, (36)
where we have defined
θ(r′) ≡
{
1 if r′ ∈ D
0 if r′ ∈M
}
(37)
The average in Eq. 36 is carried out over the surface potential on all dielectric surface parts
D . This equation has the form of Eq. 13, if we consider Φ(r) − 〈Φ〉D as the image function.
Its inversion would provide us, at least conceptually, with the object function of SQDM, which
turns out to be a surface potential on the metallic part of the surface and a charge density on
the dielectric part. The constant 〈Φ〉D appearing in the object function is the average potential
on the dielectric due to the polarization at its surface, resulting from the Neumann boundary
conditions.
While Eq. 36 establishes, for the most general sample, a formal relationship between the
SQDM image and object functions, i.e. corresponds to Eq. 13, its practicality is hampered by
the following:
1. the partitioning of the surface into metallic and dielectric parts is not known a priori,
2. γMS (r, r
′) is difficult to determine, and
3. when we adjust the bias voltage applied to the sample to compensate local surface poten-
tial variations (Section 1.2), we execute a boundary value problem Eq. 10 on the metallic
surfaceS ′. For this reason, our primary measurands V ± embody information onS ′, not
on S . As a consequence, when inverting Eq. 13 to get Eq. 8, we obtain information on
S ′, notS .
For these reasons, we will now introduce an approximation regarding the type of boundary
conditions and boundary shape. We will use this assumption throughout the rest of the paper
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for the interpretation of SQDM images. Rather than pursuing Eq. 36, we go back to Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the metallic surfaceS ′ in Fig. 4 and regard the dielectric parts between
D andS ′ as a perturbation.
3.3 Dielectric topography
Figure 5: Effective dielectric topography. For the two extreme cases of zero or infinite permittivity
of the dielectric, T would either coincide with S ′ or with D respectively, while it naturally coincides with
S on all metallic parts of the surface.
From the solution to the Dirichlet boundary value problem in Section 2.2 it is clear that the
topography of the metal surface influences the ∂G
D
S (r,r
′)
∂n′ function, and hence also determines the
effect of Φs and Vb on the potential in V . Since any dielectric above the metal additionally
influences how Φs and Vb on the metal surface affect the potential in V , the influence of the di-
electric can be lumped together with the metallic topography into an effective ∂G
D
T (r,r
′)
∂n′ function
on the surface T (Fig. 5). We refer to this effective surface T as dielectric topography. T
is defined such that the gating efficiency resulting from the hypothetical metallic surface T is
identical to the original situation of a mixed surface S , consisting of dielectric surface D and
metal surfaceM . Note that generally T 6= S .
When determining V ∗ in the experiment by executing the boundary value problem Eq. 10
(i.e. nulling the effect of Φs on the potential at the QD, as in Eq. 11) we cannot distinguish
between the metallic topography and the contribution of the dielectric. Hence, the inversion of
Eq. 14 will necessarily yield an effective object function which combines metallic topography
and dielectric contributions. Moreover, the object function Φs (Eq. 12) is given on the dielectric
topography T (see Fig. 5), and not onS ′ directly.
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To illustrate the influence of the dielectric on the potential at the QD, we consider the case of
a parallel plate capacitor that is partially filled with a dielectric. Specifically, we calculate how
the partial filling with dielectric influences the gating efficiency α (Eq. 2) which is the integral
over r′ of the effective ∂G
D
T (r,r
′)
∂n′ as we will show later. Splitting the capacitor of width zt into
two capacitors in series, with widths t and zt − t, and filling the capacitor t by a dielectric with
permittivity r, we obtain for the total capacity
1
C
=
t
0rA
+
zt − t
0A
(38)
or
C =
0A
t(−1r − 1) + zt
. (39)
The gating efficiency is given by [24]
α =
C
C + CQD/tip
, (40)
such that
α =
1
1 +
CQD/tip
0A
[t(−1r − 1) + zt]
, (41)
Noting that C0QD/sample =
0A
zt
, we obtain
α =
1
1 +
CQD/tip
C0
QD/sample
[
t(−1r −1)+zt
zt
] . (42)
Since C0QD/sample  CQD/tip [24], we can expand the above equation
α ≈ C
0
QD/sample
CQD/tip
[
1 + t
zt
(−1r − 1)
] . (43)
With αr=1 ≡ C
0
QD/sample
CQD/tip+C
0
QD/sample
≈ C
0
QD/sample
CQD/tip
this becomes
α ≈ αr=1
[
1− t
zt
(−1r − 1)
]
= αr=1
[
1 +
t
zt
|−1r − 1|
]
. (44)
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This shows that the dielectric will increase the gating efficiency, in lowest order linearly with its
thickness t. Since t and |−1r − 1| enter as a product, a given change in gating efficiency can be
explained by any combination of (increasing) thickness and (decreasing) permittivity. A metal
with r =∞ yields a minimum thickness. When we apply Dirichlet boundary conditions to the
mixed surfaceS in Fig. 5, we implicitly assume an effective topography T of metallic nature.
Therefore, in the dielectric regions T will lie belowS .
Since we will use the assumption of Dirichlet boundary conditions on an effective surface
T throughout the rest of the paper, we drop the indices D and T from now on. The respec-
tive Green’s function and its gradient will hence be simply denoted as G and γ but should be
interpreted in the context of this assumption.
3.4 Dirichlet solution at the surface given by the dielectric topography
r´
r
tip
r
r +R
A B
r + R
r´
sample
Figure 6: Spatial relation between QD and points on the tip surface. A The spatial relation between
the QD at r and points on the surface of the tip at r+R (red arrow) are fixed and independent of r. Hence,
any point on the tip surface can be addressed by its specific R. B In contrast, the relative position of the
QD to any feature on the sample surface changes during scanning.
In SQDM we essentially measure the electric potential Φ = ΦQD in V , the vacuum space in the
NC-AFM junction where ρ = 0. The surface T consists of the tip and sample surfaces, which
are metallic (tip) or effectively metallic (sample) and which we assume connected infinitely
far away from the tip apex. Thus T is metallic and closed, and we can apply Eq. 28 to the
SQDM situation. Specifically, the boundary values of the potential are Φt(R) on the surface of
the grounded tip (Fig. 6), and Φs(r′) + Vb on the surface of the sample. Local variations of Φt
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and Φs arise from the local atomic structure of the tip and nanostructures on the surface. Vb is
the bias voltage applied to sample. The integration in Eq. 28 is over the tip and sample surfaces
such that and we obtain
ΦQD(r) = −
∫∫
sample surface
[Φs(r′) + Vb]
0
e
∂G(r, r′)
∂n′
d2r′
−
∫∫
tip surface
Φt(R)
0
e
∂G(R)
∂n′
d2R
. (45)
We assume that tip and sample are sufficiently well separated such that nanostructures on the
latter do not influence the Green’s function on the former and vice versa. Then, the integral over
the tip surface yields a constant contribution ΦT which is an integral over the relative positions
R between all points on the tip surface and the QD (Fig. 6), and is thus independent of the lateral
or vertical positions of the sensor. Thus we obtain
ΦQD(r) = −
∫∫
surface
[Φs(r′) + Vb]
0
e
∂G(r, r′)
∂n′
d2r′ + ΦT. (46)
Here, ”surface” refers to the sample part of T . Defining
γ(r, r′) ≡ −0
e
∂G(r′, r)
∂n′
, (47)
Eq. 46 becomes
ΦQD(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)[Φs(r′) + Vb]d2r′ + ΦT. (48)
With this, we have derived, in the context of a boundary value problem via the Green’s function
formalism, the fundamental equation of SQDM (Eq. 9 of Section 1.3).
We briefly analyze the sign of γ. Since n′ points outward from T , i.e. away from V , and
since G(r, r′), as the potential at r′ of the test charge +e at r (see Eq. 21) with G(r, r′) = 0 for
r′ ∈ T , becomes less positive towards the surface, G(r,r′)
∂n′ must be negative. γ(r, r
′), given by
Eq. 47, is therefore positive. For a negative test charge−e at r the sign on the right hand sides of
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Eqs. 21, 28 and 47 changes, and thus, because also G(r,r
′)
∂n′ changes sign, γ(r, r
′) remains positive.
γ(r, r′) is therefore always positive.
A further notable property is the decay of γ with distance |r−r′|which is generally expected
because of the 1/|r − r′| term in Eq. 22, notwithstanding the contribution of F . In fact, as we
will see below, Dirichlet boundary conditions and the associated F in Eq. 22 lead to an even
faster (exponential) decay of γ(r, r′) with the lateral distance between r and r′. This effectively
limits the area of the surface around r for which γ(r, r′) is nonzero to a few hundred nm2. For
example, if we consider a flat surface, the flatness of the surface needs to be fulfilled only within
a ≈ 10 nm radius around the lateral QD position, since the integrand in Eq. 56 is practically
zero outside this region.
We now return to Eq. 1,
ΦQD = αVb + Φ
∗ + ΦT. (49)
Subtracting Eq. 48 for the case of Φs = 0 from Eq. 49, we find
0 = Φ∗ − Vb
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)d2r′ + αVb. (50)
Since this has to be valid for any Vb, we can conclude that Φ∗ = 0 and
α = α(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)d2r′, (51)
which, with the definition of αrel (Eq. 3) is identical to Eq. 14. Thus, the electrode geometry T
that determines the boundary value problem also determines the gating efficiency α(r) of the
quantum dot, through the common integral kernel γ. Eq. 51 allows the definition of a kernel γ∗
γ∗(r, r′) ≡ 1
α(r)
γ(r, r′), (52)
which is normalized if integrated over r′. When Vb = 0, the comparison of Eq. 1 with Eq. 48
shows that
Φ∗(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ(r, r′)Φs(r′)d2r′. (53)
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Dividing this by α(r), we obtain, because of Eq. 52,
Φ∗(r)
α(r)
=
∫∫
surface
γ∗(r, r′)Φs(r′)d2r′. (54)
We define
V ∗(r) ≡ Φ
∗(r)
α(r)
(55)
and thus finally arrive at
V ∗(r) =
∫∫
surface
γ∗(r, r′)Φs(r′)d2r′. (56)
This is Eq. 12. Applying−V ∗(r) to the sample exactly cancels the effect of the surface potential
Φs on the QD as can be seen by the following argument: We assume that at the sensor position
r, the potential is Φ∗(r). If then we apply a bias voltage Vb = V ±0 − V ∗(r) (given by Eq. 56) we
obtain
ΦQD(r) = α(r)Vb + Φ∗(r) + ΦT
= α(r)[V ±0 − V ∗(r)] + Φ∗(r) + ΦT
= α(r)V ±0 − α(r)V ∗(r) + Φ∗(r) + ΦT
= α(r)V ±0 − α(r)
Φ∗(r)
α(r)
+ Φ∗(r) + ΦT
= α(r)V ±0 + ΦT.
(57)
In other words, additionally applying −V ∗ keeps the potential at the QD at exactly the same
charging threshold Φ±QD(r) = α(r)V
±
0 as if Φ
∗ was not present, irrespective of the local gating
efficiency α(r). Eq. 57 thus demonstrates that V ∗, as defined in Eq. 55 (or 12), fulfills Eq. 11and
can thus be identified with the experimentally determined image function I(r) of SQDM. Since,
for translationally invariant (i.e. flat) samples γ∗(r, r′) = γ∗(|r− r′|), the inversion of Eq. 56 to
determine the object function Φs(r) becomes a deconvolution problem.
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4 From image to object function
4.1 The role of non-local screening
In Sec. 1.2 we found that SQDM provides two independent secondary measurands, V ∗ and
αrel. Within the formalism outlined in Sec. 1.3, these two quantities can be interpreted as image
functions. In Sec. 3.4 we have identified the surface potential Φs as the object function related
to V ∗ and derived a way to obtain the former via inversion of Eq. 56. While we have stated in
Sec. 1.3 that the topography of the sample surface is the object function of the second image
function αrel, we have not formally derived the respective relation yet. In fact, this relation is not
straightforward. The reason is non-local screening of the potential by the sample topography,
as we will show now.
In Sec. 2.2, we have seen that with Dirichlet boundary conditions the Green’s function
GDT (r, r
′) is the sum of a point charge potential and the function FT (r, r′) (Eq. 22). Here we
have replaced S by T , following the discussion in Sec. 3.3. FT can be understood as the
potential of a charge distribution just outside T which screens the influence of the charge at r′
on the potential at r. Evidently, this charge distribution and therefore FT must depend on the
shape of T , because the screening charges are distributed over the entire region just outside the
surface. In other words, the shape of T non-locally determines FT and therefore, via Eqs. 22
and 47, also γ. Consequently, γ and via Eqs. 14 and 51, also αrel is therefore a functional of
the surface topography T . This non-locality poses a problem for retrieving T from αrel. To
approach this problem, we first express the shape of the surfaceT by a scalar function td which
then becomes the object function associated to αrel. Then, we derive relations between γ and
td for a series of approximations. These relations will also be important for the recovery of Φs,
since knowledge of γ∗ is required for the inversion of Eq. 56.
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4.2 Infinite planes
In the simplest case for which we can solve the boundary value problem explicitly and thus
obtain γ ≡ ∂G/∂n′, tip and sample are approximated by infinitely extended parallel planes. For
the sample surface, this will become our general assumption for the rest of the paper, because we
will treat topographic features and thus the object function td as perturbations of this plane. This
simplification allows us to recast the spatial coordinates r and r′, separating them in vertical and
horizontal components. We first define a positive z′ axis vertical to the sample plane which has
its origin at the sample and points towards the tip. Details of the dielectric surface topography
can then be described via scalar heights td(r′||) along z
′ at corresponding lateral positions r′||,
such that r′ ≡
(
r′||
td
)
. We denote the height of the QD above the sample plane as z, such that
r ≡
(
r||
z
)
.
4.3 Surface potential reconstruction: From V ∗ to Φs
4.3.1 Parallel planar surfaces
As the simplest possible approximation we assume a planar tip and a sample topography with
td(r′||) = 0 ∀r′||. An important consequence of this approximation is a simplification in the
functional dependency of γpp (the index pp stands for parallel plates) on r|| and r′||, because the
Green’s function becomes invariant under lateral translations:
γ(r||, z, r′||) = γ(|r|| − r′|||, z). (58)
Here we have also assumed an isotropic surface, i.e., neglected the atomic lattice structure.
Eq. 58 makes Eq. 56 a straightforward 2D convolution with an axially symmetric kernel func-
tion. In this case, the kernel γ∗pp can be easily calculated. To this end we place a point charge just
above the surface at (r′||, zc). This point charge produces an image charge just below the surface.
Charge and image charge together produce a minimal deformation Φs(r′′||) = φδ(r
′′
|| − r′||) of the
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Figure 7: Green’s function between two grounded planes A Illustration of the image charge method
used to calculate the potential of a point charge between two conductive planes. Since the charge is
placed next to the bottom plane, effectively, a charge-image-charge dipole is created which produces a
minimal deformation of the surface potential. The indicated equipotential lines show that the potential is
zero on both planes. B Comparison between the potential from panel A calculated with the image charge
method for d = 7 A˚ at two different plate separations zt (red, blue), and the asymptotic expression Eq. 59
for one of the separations (black).
surface potential. According to Eq. 56, V ∗(r||, z) = φγ∗pp(|r|| − r′|||, z). Since V ∗ = Φ∗/α, we
may calculate the potential at (r||, z = zt − d), where zt denotes the tip height and d the tip-QD
distance, to obtain, after suitable normalization, the function γ∗pp(|r|| − r′|||, z). The potential
can be calculated via an infinite series of image dipoles (Fig. 7A). Fig. 7B displays numerically
calculated potentials Φ∗ = ΦQD of this dipole for two zt values, together with an asymptotic
expression for large |r|| − r′||| which clearly reveals a (faster than) exponential decay [26],
ΦQD(r||, z) = αφγ∗pp(|r|| − r′|||, z) ∝
√
8
|r|| − r′|||zt
sin
(
z
zt
pi
)
sin
(
zc
zt
pi
)
e−
pi
zt
|r||−r′|||. (59)
Note that the symmetry of the Green’s function with respect to the positions of test charge and
QD which we mentioned in Sec. 2.2 is also present in Eq. 59, since it contains a product of the
two sine functions with interchangeable z and zc.
The numerical calculation (Fig. 7B) and its asymptotic behaviour (Eq. 59) provides us with
the sought-after γ∗pp(|r|| − r′|||, z). This is, in fact, the point spread function (PSF) of SQDM (for
the planar electrode configuration). Although we sense long-range electrostatic fields in order
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to measure the object function, the joint screening of tip and sample leads to an exponential
decay of the PSF and thus puts SQDM in line with scanning tunneling microscopy, where
the tunneling probability also decays exponentially with distance. In both cases, the result is
a superior lateral resolution, because the influence of objects which are not right beneath the
probe is strongly attenuated.
Equation 59 shows that there is a considerable influence of the tip-surface separation zt on
the shape of γpp. However, this is not a problem, because the experimental tip height is precisely
measured while we attach the molecular QD to the tip by molecular manipulation [20]. Hence,
we can calculate the respective γpp function for each V ∗ image.
4.3.2 Beyond parallel planar surfaces
There exists a hierarchy of approximations for the boundary shape which add increasing levels
of complexity beyond the model of parallel planes for tip and surface. First, we will discuss
the implications of a non-planar tip. If we initially retain the restriction of an axially symmetric
tip, Eq. 58 is left intact. The only difference to the planar tip is that γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z) will have
a different shape than γpp. γaxial, which denotes an entire class of functions depending on the
precise tip shape, can in principle be obtained for any given axially symmetric tip surface by
a finite element simulation. We have done finite element simulations for two tip models. The
results are displayed in Fig. 8. A sharper tip results in a weaker screening of the point dipole at
r′|| (Fig. 7A) and thus yields a weaker decay of γ
∗
axial with |r|| − r′|||. In contrast, a hypothetical
tip with a concave apex into which the QD is embedded could enhance the decay compared to
γpp even further and thus increase the lateral resolution of SQDM beyond Eq. 59.
If we drop the assumption of an axially symmetric tip, Eq. 58 looses its validity and the de-
pendency of γ on |r||−r′||| is replaced by a dependency on r||−r′|| which still implies translational
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Figure 8: Potential distribution in the tip-surface junction. Shown on a log scale is a cut through the
simulated potential of an on-surface nanostructure of 3× 3 A˚2 with a potential of 0.09 V in the presence
of a grounded tip and surface. We compare two different tip models: A parallel plane (panel A) and a
tip apex modeled with two spheres with 300 A˚ and 15 A˚ radius respectively (panel B). In both cases the
nominal tip height is zt = 24 A˚. C Comparison of the corresponding γ(r||− r′||) profiles from panels A and
B measured 7 A˚ below the tip apex.
symmetry,
γ(r||, z, r′||) = γ(r|| − r′||, z). (60)
Without axial symmetry of γ, V ∗ images of a point-like object would loose their axial sym-
metry. However, on a larger scale the exponential decay of γ would still dominate. In fact, we
have never observed any significant distortions of V ∗ images of circular objects such as single
adatoms which could have been attributed to an irregular tip shape. Nevertheless, distortions
in an image of a highly symmetric object could, in principle, be used to gain some information
about γ in Eq. 60.
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With Eq. 60, which still retains translational symmetry, the inversion of Eq. 56 becomes a
deconvolution with an non-symmetric kernel function which could, for example, be obtained
from a finite element simulation of the non-symmetric tip. As we will see later, Eq. 60 still
allows obtaining surface dipole moments p of nanostructures from integration of V ∗ images (i.e.
without prior deconvolution and thus without the necessity of knowing the function γ). Hence,
p is independent of the tip shape, which explains our high reproducibility in the experimentally
measured values of this quantity.
The most general situation is reached if we drop the assumption of a planar surface. Then,
irrespective of the tip shape, neither Eq. 58 nor Eq. 60 are valid anymore and γ maintains its
full separate dependency on r|| and r′||. In this case, two situations must be distinguished:
1. A surface which is locally flat, i.e., has flat terraces with a radius which is at least as large
as the decay length of γ, can still be considered as completely flat. Due to the rapid decay
of γ with |r||− r′||| local flatness is already fulfilled if the terrace radius exceeds ≈ 10 nm.
In this case the inversion of Eq. 56 can still be achieved by deconvolution, one just needs
to substitute (example for a symmetric tip) γpp/axial(|r|| − r′|||, z) by γpp/axial(|r|| − r′|||, z −
td(r||)), where td(r||) is the dielectric topographic height of the locally flat region below
the QD. Therefore, all that is required is to determine γaxial functions for an entire set of
surface-QD distances z− td (by the methods discussed above) and then select the specific
γaxial which has been calculated for the respective z − td value when deconvolving V ∗ on
a locally flat sample region of height td. For example, this procedure allows for a correct
deconvolution of V ∗ for nanostructures on different terraces of a stepped sample surface,
where td varies from terrace to terrace.
2. Under the assumption that td varies substantially on length scales smaller than ≈ 10 nm,
both axial and translational symmetry are broken and the determination of the Green’s
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function is far from straightforward. In principle, a finite element simulation could solve
this problem if the topography is known. In this context, we note that SQDM, in princi-
ple, contains information on the dielectric topography in the measurand αrel (see Sec. 4.1).
Therefore, we will now discuss the inversion of Eq. 51 with the goal of estimating both, γ
and td, consistently from experimental αrel data. While td reveals the dielectric topogra-
phy, the knowledge of γ potentially improves our recovery of Φs, via inversion of Eq. 56,
in cases of non-trivial topographies.
4.4 Dielectric topography: From αrel to td
4.4.1 Statement of the problem
While the approximation of a planar surface allows us to obtain γ(r||, z, r′||) (even if the surface
is not strictly flat) and thus recover Φs, in contrast any interpretation of lateral variations in αrel
necessarily requires us to go beyond the assumption of a flat surface, because a for a truly flat
surface αrel is unity everywhere and therefore contains no information.
We can again, as in Sec. 4.3.2, separately discuss two situations: Firstly, locally flat surfaces
where αrel and thus td are constant in a sufficiently large area, and secondly, surfaces where
this is not the case. Both cases can be rationalized as different limits of treating γ within the
framework of high-dimensional model representation (HDMR). In the following section (4.4.2),
we will first introduce HDMR and then discuss various approximations in sections 4.4.3 and
4.4.4.
4.4.2 High-dimensional model representation of γ
As a consequence of the non-local relation between td and γ, the latter is a functional Γˆ of the
dielectric topography, i.e.,
γ(r||, z, r′||, td(r
′
||)) = Γˆ(r||, z, r
′
||, td(r
′
||))[td(r
′′
||)]. (61)
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Figure 9: High dimensional model representation of the sample surface. The sample surface with
dielectric topography td(r′||) is discretized in 2D in n patches at positions r
′′
||i with respective heights ti. γ
is visualized by an arrow for one pair (r||, r′||).
For simplicity we define td ≡ td(r′||). With this, Eq. 14 becomes
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)[td(r
′′
||)]d
2r′||. (62)
The task of recovering the surface topography means to invert αrel(r||, z) for td. This is a spe-
cial case of a widespread class of problems, namely finding the relationship between a high-
dimensional input (t1, ... tn) and the output f(t1, ... tn). In high-dimensional model representa-
tion (HDMR), the output f(t1, ... tn) is represented as a hierarchical correlated function expan-
sion in terms of the input variables (t1, ... tn) [27]:
f(t1, ... tn) = f0 +
n∑
i=1
fi(ti) +
∑
1≤i<j≤n
fij(ti, tj) +
∑
1≤i<j<k≤n
fijk(ti, tj, tk)
+ · · ·+ f12...n(t1, t2, . . . tn) (63)
The general advantage of HDMR is the high convergence. This is achieved by regrouping the
standard Taylor expansion [27].
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Within the HDMR framework we can write the functional Γˆ as
Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)
[
td(r′′||)
]
= f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
+
n∑′
i=1
fi(r||, z, r′||, td, ti) +
∑′
1≤i≤j≤n
fij(r||, z, r′||, td, ti, tj) + . . . (64)
Here, we have discretized td(r′′||) on the entire surface to n values ti at the respective positions
r′′||i, i.e., ti ≡ td(r′′||i). Note that we do not need to provide the positions r′′||i as arguments in
Eq. 64, since the different positions of the discrete ti are encoded in their respective functions
fi, fij etc. Moreover, since a topographic feature cannot screen itself, the cases of r′′||i = r
′
||,
r′′||j = r
′
||, . . . have to be excluded from the sums. This is indicated by a prime at the sums in
Eq. 64.
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Figure 10: Effect of the sample topography on the Green’s function. A finite element simulation.
A Illustration of the finite element (FE) simulation setup: A small cuboid-shaped nanostructure (3.5×3.5×
2 A˚
3
) on an otherwise flat surface. Tip and sample (z = 23 A˚, d = 7 A˚) are kept at zero potential except for
a potential of 1 V which is either applied to the patch marked with a red line or to the cuboid (blue lines) in
the FE simulation. B Simulated potential ΦQD(r||) ∝ γ(r||, z, r′′||i) as the QD is scanned across the cuboid-
shaped nanostructure in panel A. For the blue (red) curve, the nanostructure (patch) at r′′||i is biased. The
solid red curve is simulated in the absence of the blue cuboid protrusion, i.e., disregarding its screening
influence, while the dashed red curve is obtained with the cuboid (at zero potential) included in the FE
simulation. This exemplifies how nanostructures at the surface screen or enhance the Green’s function
(cf. Fig. 3).
An intuitive physical interpretation of the terms in Eq. 64 is possible if we define the (flat)
part of the sample surface in a reference area (in which α0 has been defined) as the origin of the
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z axis and all heights td accordingly. Then, f0 is the contribution of the topographic object of
height td at r′|| on an otherwise completely flat surface with ti = 0 ∀ r′′||i 6= r′|| because
fi(r||, z, r′||, td, ti = 0) = 0, (65)
fij(r||, z, r′||, td, ti = 0, tj = 0) = 0, (66)
and so on. The second term in Eq. 64 includes first order screening effects where the contribu-
tion of the feature at r′|| is modified by the presence of each of the non-zero topography elements
ti individually. Likewise, the third term describes how two topographic elements ti and tj affect
each other in the screening of the feature at r′||. A quantitative example of first order screening
is shown in Fig. 10.
The aspect of non-locality means that all terms beyond f0 are, in principle, needed for the
correct description of Γˆ, but at the same time we expect their contributions to decrease with
increasing number of parameters. Therefore, we ignore terms beyond fi and proceed in two
steps. First, we introduce the zeroth-order approximation in which we only include f0. Then,
we introduce the first-order approximation to include non-local screening to lowest order into
the formalism.
4.4.3 Zeroth-order approximation
Considering a single zero-dimensional nanostructure in an otherwise flat region of the surface,
we apply the zeroth-order approximation. This simplifies Eq. 64 to
Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)
[
td(r′′||)
]
= f0(r||, z, r′||, td). (67)
Inserting this into Eq. 62 one obtains a local description of the gating efficiency
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
f0
(
r||, z, r′||, td
)
d2r′||. (68)
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Note that even in this simple case of a zero-dimensional nanostructure, the use of the zeroth-
order approximation is questionable as we will discuss at the end of Sec. 4.4.4.
To linearize the integrand of Eq. 68 in td, we perform a Taylor expansion of f0 around td = 0
and obtain
f0(r||, z, r′||, td) ≈ f0(r||, z, r′||, 0) +
∂f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
td. (69)
If we insert this result into Eq. 68, we get
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
f0(r||, z, r′||, 0)d
2r′|| +
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
∂f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
td(r′||)d
2r′||. (70)
By assuming a completely planar surface with td = 0 everywhere, the second integral in Eq. 70
vanishes. A comparison of Eq. 70 (also assuming an axially symmetric tip) with Eq. 14 then
yields
f0(r||, z, r′||, 0) = γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z). (71)
Since f0(r||, z, r′||, 0) is independent of td, Eq. 71 is also valid for surfaces with td 6= 0. Because
of
α0(z) =
∫∫
surface
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)d2r′|| =
∫∫
surface
f0(r||, z, r′||, 0)d
2r′||, (72)
(Eq. 51 and definition of α0) we obtain the zeroth-order approximation for αrel
αrel(r||, z) = 1 +
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
∂f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
td(r′||)d
2r′||. (73)
If Eq. 73 is to be employed for determining td(r′||) for a given αrel, the integral kernel
γtopo
(
r||, z, r′||, td
) ≡ ∂f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
(74)
needs to be known. We discuss shape and norm of this kernel separately. In the zeroth-order
approximation we can write, in analogy to Eq. 71,
∂f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
∂td
=
∂f0(|r|| − r′|||, z, td)
∂td
. (75)
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We obtain the shape of γtopo from the consideration that a zero-dimensional topographic feature
is a polarizable object. In the homogeneous gating field above the otherwise flat sample (as
assumed in the zeroth-order approximation) it therefore behaves as a local dipole. This dipole
is analogous to a point-like deformation of the surface potential (see Sec. 4.3.1) δΦs(r′||) =
βVbδ(r′|| − r′||0) on a homogeneous background Vb, where φ = βVb is the potential due to the
local dipole on a flat surface. Inserting this into Eq. 48, we obtain
ΦQD(r||, z) =
∫∫
surface
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)(Vb + Vbβδ(r′|| − r′||0))d2r′|| + ΦT, (76)
where we have moreover used Eq. 58 which is valid because we have abstracted the zero-
dimensional topographic feature as a pure dipole potential on a flat surface. The integral over
the second term in the integrand (Eq. 76) collapses at r′|| = r
′
||0 such that we obtain
ΦQD(r||, z) = α0(z)Vb + Vbβγaxial(|r|| − r′||0|, z) + ΦT. (77)
If we instead consider the original case of a bias Vb homogeneously applied to a surface with a
zero-dimensional topographic feature and Φs = 0 everywhere, we find (Eq. 48)
ΦQD(r||, z) = Vb
∫∫
surface
γ(r||, z, r′||, td)d
2r′|| + ΦT = α(z)Vb + ΦT. (78)
Since (Eqs. 69, 71, 74, 75)
γ = γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z) + γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)tdδ(r′|| − r′||0), (79)
we obtain from Eq. 78 with Eq. 72
ΦQD(r||, z) = α0(z)Vb + Vbtdγtopo(|r|| − r′||0|, z, td) + ΦT. (80)
A comparison of Eqs. 77 and Eq. 80 reveals that the integral kernel γtopo which determines the
influence of a topographic feature on α is proportional to γaxial, i.e., proportional to the kernel
that determines the influence of a local deformation of the potential on ΦQD,
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z) ∝ γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z). (81)
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Thus, in the present approximation also γtopo has axial symmetry.
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Figure 11: Norm of γtopo in the zeroth-order approximation. The norm of γtopo and thus also γ
itself for a nanostructure of height td is the same, no matter whether the nanostructure is isolated on the
surface (panel A) or part of an extended terrace (panel B).
The norm of γtopo in the zeroth-order approximation quantifies the influence on αrel of a
single zero-dimensional feature on a flat surface. Several methods of determining the norm of
γtopo are conceivable. For example, one could perform a finite element (FE) analysis. In fact,
such an analysis with z = 24 A˚, d = 7 A˚ and a cuboid-shaped nanostructure with a lateral
diameter of 3.5 A˚ (Fig. 10) fully confirms the result Eq. 81 regarding the shape of the kernel
function γtopo. However, due to the simplifications inherent in the zeroth-order approximation
(Sec. 4.4.2), using the norm of γtopo that is correct for the case of a single zero-dimensional
nanostructure will under practically no circumstances yield correct deconvolution results for td
for realistic surfaces.
Therefore, we propose the use of a different norm for γtopo, constructed such that the correct
height td of extended terraces is recovered from the deconvolution of αrel according to Eq. 73.
This implies the assumption that a single isolated nanostructure has the same influence on the
QD as the ”nanostructure” within a matrix of material (Fig. 11). We note that this approxima-
tion constitutes an inconsistency in the zeroth-order approximation (see below). To calculate
the norm of γtopo in this approximation, we consider αrel on two extended surface terraces and
denote the αrel functions on the two terraces as α
upper
rel and α
lower
rel , respectively. The height differ-
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ence between the two terraces is td. Then we take advantage of the fact that
αupperrel (r||, z0 + td) = α
lower
rel (r||, z0). (82)
This equation is valid because the constant offset td of the complete dielectric topography from
the lower to the upper terrace can be compensated by a corresponding offset of the vertical
position z of the sensor. We expand
αupperrel (r||, z) ≈ αupperrel (r||, z0)− g × (z − z0), (83)
where
g ≡ −∂α
upper
rel (r||, z)
∂z
∣∣∣
z0
= −∂α
lower
rel (r||, z)
∂z
∣∣∣
z0−td
. (84)
Because α and thus also αrel increases with decreasing tip-sample separation, g > 0. Setting
z = z0 + td in Eq. 83, we obtain
αupperrel (r||, z0 + td) ≈ αupperrel (r||, z0)− gtd. (85)
With Eq. 82 this becomes
αlowerrel (r||, z0) ≈ αupperrel (r||, z0)− gtd. (86)
If we assume without loss of generality that α0 is defined on the lower terrace, then by definition
αlowerrel (z0) =
αlower(z0)
α0(z0)
= 1 and Eq. 86 becomes
αupperrel (z0)− 1 ≈ gtd. (87)
On the other hand, according to Eq. 73, the gating efficiency of a flat terrace of empty surface
td above the reference terrace is
αupperrel (z)− 1 =
td
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
∂f0(|r|| − r′|||, z, td)
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
d2r′||. (88)
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Comparing eqs. 87 and 88, and using Eqs. 74 and 75, we find in the zeroth-order approximation∫∫
surface
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z0)d2r′|| ≈ gα0(z0). (89)
In other words, in the zeroth-order approximation the norm of the integral kernel γtopo is equal
to gα0(z0), where according to its definition in Eq. 84, g can be measured by a calibration
experiment above the empty surface. Note that g varies from tip to tip [24] and thus needs to
be determined for each tip and z0 separately. Typical experimental g values are in the range of
0.03 A˚−1. We thus have with Eqs. 81 and 89
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z0) ≈ gγaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z0). (90)
It was our goal to derive an expression for γ which we have achieved now in the zeroth-order
approximation. With Eqs. 61, 67, 69, 71, 81, and 90 we arrive at
γ(r||, z, r′||, td)
(61)
= Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)
[
td(r′′||)
]
(67)
= f0(r||, z, r′||, td)
(69,71)
= γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z) + γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)td(r′||)
(81,90)≈ γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z) + gγaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)td(r′||)
= (1 + gtd(r′||))γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z).
(91)
With Eq. 62, this result leads to a straightforward relationship between αrel and td, namely
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
(1 + gtd(r′||))γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)d2r′||, (92)
which allows for the deconvolution of αrel images of obtain td(r′||) maps. However, as stated
above, the way in which the norm of γtopo was determined in this section is in fact inconsistent.
In the following section we will therefore develop one possible first-order approximation of Γˆ
which removes this inconsistency.
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4.4.4 First-order mean field approximation
For the first-order approximation we truncate the HDMR expression Eq. 64 after the second
term. Hence, we need to specify the functions fi. While it is not impossible to calculate the
fi(r||, z, r′||, td, ti) and thus γ for a large number of r
′′
||i and ti values via a set of FE simulations,
this is cumbersome.
To simplify the fi, we introduce an effective height t¯(r′||), taking a weighted average over
the ti, with weights that decrease with increasing lateral distance |r′′||i − r′|||. Because ti = t¯ ∀i,
this approach resembles a mean field approximation. The sum over all fi can be expressed as a
single function f¯ ,
f¯
(
r||, z, r′||, td, t¯
) ≡ n∑′
i=1
fi(r||, z, r′||, td, ti), (93)
and thus
Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)
[
td(r′′||)
]
= f0(r||, z, r′||, td) + f¯(r||, z, r
′
||, td, t¯). (94)
With the introduction of a flat effective topography t¯ we have practically eliminated the differ-
ence in complexity between f0 and f¯ . The term f0 describes the case t¯ = 0 (f¯(t¯ = 0) = 0),
while f¯ expresses all changes that occur when t¯ takes on other values. Hence, we can combine
both terms into a single function fm(r||, z, r′||, t, t¯) which reduces to f0 for t¯ = 0:
Γˆ(r||, z, r′||, td)
[
td(r′′||)
]
= fm(r||, z, r′||, td, t¯) (95)
Note that both td and t¯ are functions of r′||. Here, fm (m stands for mean field) describes γ for a
local topographic feature of height td at r′|| on an infinite plane of height t¯.
We expand Eq. 95 around td = 0 and t¯ = 0
fm(r||, zt, r′||, td, t¯) ≈ fm(r||, zt, r′||, 0, 0) +
∂fm
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
td +
∂fm
∂t¯
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
t¯. (96)
Since the first two terms of this expansion are identical to Eq. 69, the third term must contain the
non-local screening effects. With the following considerations we bring this term into a more
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intuitive form. First, we express the derivatives as differences for an infinitely small ,
∂fm
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
=
fm(r||, z, r′||, , 0)− fm(r||, z, r′||,−, 0)
2
(97)
and
∂fm
∂t¯
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
=
fm(r||, z, r′||, 0, )− fm(r||, z, r′||, 0,−)
2
. (98)
Then, we realize that the two cases td = , t¯ = 0 and td = 0, t¯ = − describe the same
topography with the sole difference that the tip-QD separation has increased to z = z +  in the
latter case. Hence we can write
fm(r||, z, r′||, 0, ) = fm(r||, z − , r′||,−, 0) = fm(r||, z, r′||,−, 0)−
∂fm
∂z
 (99)
and
fm(r||, z, r′||, 0,−) = fm(r||, z + , r′||, , 0) = fm(r||, z, r′||, , 0) +
∂fm
∂z
 (100)
If we insert Eqs. 99 and 100 into Eq. 98 we obtain
∂fm
∂t¯
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
=
fm(r||, z, r′||,−, 0)− fm(r||, z, r′||, , 0)
2
− ∂fm
∂z
. (101)
A comparison with Eq. 97 reveals that the first term on the right hand side is simply −∂fm/∂td,
such that we get
∂fm
∂t¯
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
= −∂fm
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
− ∂fm
∂z
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
. (102)
Inserting this into Eq. 96 turns the Taylor expansion into
fm(r||, zt, r′||, td, t¯) ≈ fm(r||, z, r′||, 0, 0) +
∂fm
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
(td − t¯)− ∂fm
∂z
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
t¯. (103)
The third term in Eq. 103 describes the influence of an extended terrace (for which the sec-
ond term vanishes because t¯ = td) on γ, while the second term describes the effect of isolated
protrusions located on a terrace where t¯ = 0. Eq. 103 therefore eliminates the inconsistency
present in the zeroth-order approximation (Eq. 92), where a single term was used to describe
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both, isolated topographic features and terraces. For situations of several nanostructures which
screen each other, Eq. 103 interpolates between the two limits of a single nanostructure and a
terrace. In this respect, the first-order approximation is the simplest possible consistent formu-
lation for γ.
The first and the third terms of the sum in Eq. 103, in combination, are simply γaxial as
calculated for the surface-QD distance z − t¯ instead of z, such that we obtain
γ(r||, z, r′||, td) = γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||)) +
∂fm
∂td
∣∣∣
td=0
t¯=0
(td − t¯). (104)
The second term in Eq. 104 describes a single protrusion (or depression) of height td − t¯ on a
flat surface. Hence, by analogy with Eq. 74 ∂fm/∂td has the shape of γtopo (and γaxial, Eq. 81),
while its amplitude in the first-order mean field approximation remains to be determined (Eq. 89
has been derived in the zeroth-order approximation and is not valid here). Therefore, Eq. 104
simplifies to
γ(r||, z, r′||, td(r
′
||)) = γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||)) + γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)(td(r′||)− t¯(r′||)). (105)
For clarity, in this equation we have made the dependence of both td and t¯ on r′|| explicit. Insert-
ing this into Eq. 62, we obtain a description of the gating efficiency in the first-order mean field
approximation,
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
γaxial(|r||−r′|||, z−t¯(r′||))d2r′||+
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
γtopo(|r||−r′|||, z)(td(r′||)−t¯(r′||))d2r′||.
(106)
While in the second integral the dependence on t¯(r′||) is explicit, in the first term it is still
implicit in the dependence of γaxial on z − t¯(r′||). For a constant t¯, the first integral, i.e. the norm
of γaxial, is given by (Eqs. 85, 86, 87)
α(r||, z − t¯) = (1 + gt¯)α0(z). (107)
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but for an arbitrary function t¯(r′||) the value of the first integral in Eq. 106 is unclear. We
introduce a function γ0axial the norm of which is always α0(z), i.e.,
α0(z) =
∫∫
surface
γ0axial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||))d2r′|| (108)
irrespective of the function t¯(r′||), and write in analogy to Eqs. 107 and 91
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||)) = (1 + gt¯(r′||))γ0axial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||)) (109)
Clearly, for constant t¯, Eq. 107 follows from Eq. 109, and therefore Eq. 109 yields the correct
limit. Note that the argument z − t¯(r′||) in γ0axial is still important (unlike in Eq. 91), since it
influences the shape of γ0axial. Specifically, γ
0
axial becomes narrower for larger t¯ values. Using
Eq. 109 in Eq. 106, we obtain
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
(1 + gt¯(r′||))γ
0
axial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||))d2r′||
+
1
α0(z)
∫∫
surface
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)(td(r′||)− t¯(r′||))d2r′||.
(110)
This equation connects to object function td(r′||) to the image function αrel(r||) in the first-order
mean field approximation. It replaces Eq. 92 which is valid in the zeroth-order approximation.
Note that, not surprisingly, the first term in Eq. 110, describing the contribution of the flat
effective topography, is analogous to Eq. 92, while the second term quantifies the contribution
of local protrusions (or depressions) around the flat effective topography.
It is important to note that the introduction of the first-order approximation breaks the axial
and translational symmetry, as was already noted in Sec. 4.3.2. These symmetries are expressed
by the fact that γ depends on (|r|| − r′|||, z) instead of (r||, z, r′||, td) (Eq. 58), which implies∫∫
surface
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)d2r′|| =
∫∫
imaging plane
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z)d2r||. (111)
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Because axial and translational symmetry are broken, this equation is not valid for the γ in
Eq. 105.
To aid further discussion we introduce the terminology γr||(r
′
||) ≡ γ(r|| = const, r′||) and
γr′||(r||) ≡ γ(r||, r′|| = const). In the case of axial and translational symmetry (Fig. 12A), the
integral of γr||(r
′
||) (red) over the entire surface, i.e, over all r
′
||, which determines α(r||), is equal
to the integral of the PSF γr′||(r||) (blue) over r||. In the first-order mean field approximation
and for a given sensor position r||, γ(r||, z, r′||) is an explicit function of td(r
′
||) and t¯(r
′
||) and
has therefore no inherent symmetries for a surface with an arbitrary dielectric topography (red
curve in Fig. 12B). The PSF, i.e, γr′||(r||) for any given point r
′
|| on the surface (blue curve in
Fig. 12B), however, maintains its full axial symmetry, because r|| enters γ only via the distance
|r|| − r′||| (Eq. 105). We therefore may determine the amplitude of γtopo in Eqs. 105 and 110 via
an integration of γr′||(r||) over r||, in spite of the fact that translational symmetry is broken and
therefore ∫∫
surface
γ(r||, z, r′||, td(r
′
||))d
2r′|| 6=
∫∫
imaging plane
γ(r||, z, r′||, td(r
′
||))d
2r||. (112)
As a consequence of Eq. 112, while γtopo in the zeroth-order approximation has a uniquely de-
fined norm (see Eq. 111), this is not true in the first-order mean field approximation. Therefore,
we calculate its integral over r||
A =
∫∫
imaging plane
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)d2r|| (113)
and refer to it as amplitude A.
Before Eq. 110 can be inverted to obtain the object function td from the image function αrel,
we need to find expressions for t¯(r′||) and the amplitude A of γtopo. t¯ expresses the collective
screening action of all elements (r′′||i, ti) on γ(r||, z, r
′
||, td). We use the sum
t¯(r′||) =
n∑′
i=1
θ(|r′|| − r′′||i|)ti(r′′||i) (114)
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′
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minimal deformation of the surface potential and the screening nanostructure. To create a visible effect,
a large height of ti = 10 A˚ is chosen in the FE simulation. B Plot of θ(r′|| − r′′||i) (not normalized) as
obtained from the integrals
∫∫
∆ΦQD(r||)d2r|| for a series of FE simulations (black squares). The fit
function is given by Eq. 116.
to determine t¯. The weighting function θ is given by an analytical formula fitted to a series
of FE simulations (Fig. 13). Since Eqs. 93 and 114 are sums of terms each of which contains
one ti only, we consider each topography element (r′′||i, ti) in a separate FE simulation and add
the terms according to Eq. 114. To this end, we place a single cuboid-shaped nanostructure
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(2×2×1.3 A˚3) at a series of distances |r′||φ− r′′||i| from r′||φ (Fig. 13A). To obtain the influence of
this protrusion on γ(r||, z, r′||, td), we introduce a minimal deformation Φs(r
′
||) = φδ(r
′
|| − r′||φ) of
the surface potential at r′||φ while keeping Φs = 0 everywhere else. Then, the integral in Eq. 53
collapses to Φ∗(r||) = φγ(r||, z, r′||φ, 0) ∝ γr′||φ(r||). Since we have defined t¯ as a sample property,
i.e., independent of the position r|| of the sensor, the weight θ has to take into account the effect
of the protrusion (r′′||i, ti) on γr′||φ(r||) at all r||. Therefore, we calculate θ by averaging over r|| as
θ(|r′||φ − r′′||i|) ∝ −
∫∫
(Φ∗(r||)− Φ∗0(r||))d2r|| = −
∫∫
∆Φ∗(r||)d2r||, (115)
where the potential Φ∗(r||) is calculated for the situation shown in Fig. 13A and Φ∗0(r||) is
calculated in the absence of the protrusion, i.e., describes the situation without screening.
The minus sign in Eq. 115 is needed because ∆Φ∗ < 0. In the FE simulation we realize
Φs(r′||) = φδ(r
′
|| − r′||φ) via a small surface patch at a potential of 1 V (Fig. 13A). The results of
the simulation are shown as black dots in Fig. 13B. We employ the empirical function
θ(|r′|| − r′′||i|) =
b(
|r′|| − r′′||i| 1A˚ + 0.5
)4.3
×
(
1 + e
6
(
−|r′||−r′′||i| 1A˚ +2.6
)) (116)
to interpolate the FE simulations. Here b is chosen such that the norm of θ is 1; this is required
to yield t¯ = ti for a large area where ti = const ∀i. In order to emulate the primed sum in
Eq. 114, which originates from the fact that a topographic feature cannot screen itself and thus
the case of r′′||i = r
′
|| has to be excluded from the sum, the center of θ is cut out by a Fermi-type
damping function. The size of the cut-out region is chosen empirically such that it represents
roughly the size of a single atom.
Equation 116 can be used in conjunction with Eq. 110 to obtain the object function td from
the image function αrel. Note, however, that a variety of alternative procedures for the determi-
nation of t¯ exist and that, in principle, the entire HDMR series in Eq. 64 can be emulated by an
elaborate method to compute t¯ from the ti. This consideration could be the starting point for
alternative formulations of the first-order approximation and beyond.
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and used to obtain the right hand side. B Plot of the quantity on the left hand side of Eq. 119 as obtained
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To determine the amplitude of γtopo in the first-order mean field approximation, we use
Eq. 105 and obtain
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)(td(r′||)− t¯(r′||)) = γ(r||, z, r′||, td)− γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||)). (117)
Integrating Eq. 117 over r|| yields∫∫
imaging plane
γtopo(|r|| − r′|||, z)(td(r′||)− t¯(r′||))d2r|| =∫∫
imaging plane
γ(r||, z, r′||, td)d
2r|| −
∫∫
imaging plane
γaxial(|r|| − r′|||, z − t¯(r′||))d2r||.
(118)
We now consider a zero-dimensional topographic feature of height td at r′||φ on an otherwise flat
surface (t¯(r′||φ) = 0), see Fig. 14A, and take the integrals in Eq. 118 at r
′
|| = r
′
||φ, such that we
get with Eqs. 72 and 111
td
α0
∫∫
imaging plane
γtopo(|r|| − r′||φ|, z)d2r|| =
1
α0
∫∫
imaging plane
γ(r||, z, r′||φ, td)d
2r|| − 1. (119)
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Here we also have divided by α0. Using Eq. 119, we can calculate the amplitudeA =
∫∫
γtopo(|r||−
r′||0|, z)d2r|| (Eq. 113). To this end, we calculate the integral on the right hand side of Eq. 119
from a FE simulation in the presence of the nanostructure for several td values (Fig. 14) and
divide by α0, which can be calculated as the integral over γaxial (i.e. in the absence of the nanos-
tructure, Eq. 72). In the FE simulation we assume a minimal deformation Φs(r′||) = φδ(r
′
||− r′||φ)
of the surface potential at r′||φ while keeping Φs = 0 everywhere else (Fig. 14A). Since the
amplitude of γtopo depends on the size of the nanostructure we use the correct limit of a single
atom. The result is plotted in Fig. 14B. From a fit to the FE data (red) we obtain its slope c. The
amplitude of γtopo is therefore
A =
∫∫
imaging plane
γtopo(|r|| − r′||φ|, z)d2r|| = cα0. (120)
Together with Eq. 110 and 114 this constitutes the relation between image function αrel and
object function td in the first-order mean field approximation. We note the similarity of Eq. 120
with Eq. 89: The amplitude of γtopo in the first-order mean field approximation is proportional
to α0, as is the norm of γtopo in the zeroth-order approximation. The difference is, however,
that the norm in Eq. 89 has been derived for a nanostructure within an extended terrace (which
is equal to a flat surface!), i.e., in the presence of maximal screening, even though the zeroth-
order approximation disregards screening by construction. This creates the inconsistency that
was mentioned in section 4.4.3. In the first-order mean field approximation this inconsistency
is removed, which is also evidenced by the fact that c  g. We obtain c = 1.17 A˚−1, whereas
typical g values are in the range of 0.03 A˚
−1
. This comparably high value of c is, however,
compensated to a large extent when calculating α in the first order mean field approximation
(Fig. 15), as becomes obvious in the next section when we discuss the special case of a single
isolated nanostructure in the zeroth and first-order mean field approximations.
It is important to note that we perform the linear fit in Fig. 14B over a limited td− t¯ interval
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where the FE results are almost linear. The reason for the saturation to -1 at large negative
td − t¯ values is the strong screening of the potential at the bottom of a deep depression in the
topography (Fig. 3). The value of the integral on the right hand side of Eq. 119 converges to∫∫
γ(r||, z, r′||0, td −→ −∞)d2r|| −→ 0. When using the first-order mean field approximation,
one therefore has to keep in mind that it produces unphysical behavior for large negative td − t¯
values.
4.4.5 The example of a single isolated nanostructure
To all orders, the effect of a single isolated nanostructure at r′||0 on the image function αrel can
be expressed as (Eq. 51)
αrel(r||, z) =
1
α0(z)
[
γ(r||, z, r′||0, td) +
∫
\r′||0
γ(r||, z, r′||, 0)d
2r′||
]
, (121)
where we have separated the contribution of the nanostructure at r′||0 from the contribution of
all other points on the surface. The splitting in Eq. 121 can be realized in a thought experiment
in which we apply the bias voltage Vb (Eq. 9) either exclusively to the nanostructure (first case,
Fig. 15B) or only to rest of the surface (second case, Fig. 15C). The hypothesis, which we are
going to prove now, is that the two terms in Eq. 121, corresponding to the two cases of the
thought experiment, have the same shape as a function of the distance |r|| − r′||0|.
If Φs = 0, as we assume in Fig. 15B-C, the fundamental equation of SQDM (Eq. 48) yields
ΦQD = Vb
∫∫
γ(r, r′)d2r′ + ΦT. Without loss of generality we assume the tip to be at zero
potential (ΦT = 0). The first term in Eq. 121 thus generates a potential
ΦQD 1(r||) = Vbγ(r||, z, r′||0, td) = Vbγ(|r|| − r′||0|, z, td) (122)
at the quantum dot (Fig. 15B), while the second term yields (Fig. 15C)
ΦQD 2(r||) = Vb
∫
\r′||0
γ(r||, z, r′||, 0)d
2r′||. (123)
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Figure 15: Quantification of first-order screening effects on γ. A Qualitative illustration of the
change in γr′||(r||) upon the introduction of a nanostructure at r
′
||0 on the otherwise flat surface. B, C The
quantitative changes in γr′||(r||) can be obtained from a FE simulation in which the surface potential
either at the nanostructure (panel B) or everywhere else on the flat surface (panel C) is set to a finite
value (here: 1 V). The red and green arrows indicate which parts of the surface contribute to ΦQD.
D Plot of the potential ∆ΦQD(r||) ∝ γr′||(r||) for the situations in panels B and C. The case of an entirely
flat surface (no nanostructure) but with voltages applied as in B and C is used as a reference and
subtracted to obtain the respective ∆ΦQD curves.The red curve shows the increase in ΦQD (Eq. 122)
due to the increase in γr′||0(r||), the green curve the decrease of ΦQD due to the decrease of γr′||(r||) for
all r′|| around the nanostructure (i.e., the screening by the nanostructure (Eqs. 123 and 124)). The black
curve shows the real net effect which results if the entire surface (nanostructure and flat part) is biased
with Vb. As expected from the considerations in the text (and panel E), all three curves have exactly the
same shape. E Mere redefinition of the potential from panel C by subtraction of 1 V does not change
the shape of ∆ΦQD but leads to a situation where instead of the surface around the nanostructure now
the nanostructure itself and the structureless tip contribute to ∆ΦQD, which is a situation comparable to
panel B. This proves that the γr′||(r||) curves in panels B and C have similar shape.
Evidently, both ΦQD 1(r||) and ΦQD 2(r||) exhibit axial symmetry with respect to the point r′||0,
while in Eq. 123 the γ function for individual r′|| does not have this symmetry because of the
presence of the nanostructure (Fig. 15C). This is an important difference to the respective func-
tions in the first order mean field approximation, where because of the mean-field t¯ approxi-
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mation (Eq. 93, Fig. 16) each γ exhibits axial symmetry with respect to r′|| (Eq. 105). Next,
we apply a bias offset of −Vb to the entire tip+surface boundary in the second case (Eq. 123,
Fig. 15E). This corresponds to a redefinition of the potential without loss of generality. Because
the potential of the entire surface excluding the nanostructure is now zero, we obtain
ΦQD 2(r||) = −Vbγ(|r|| − r′||0|, z, td) + ΦT. (124)
Since the offset ΦT has no dependency on r||, this immediately proves our hypothesis, namely
that the two terms in Eq. 121 do indeed have the same shape as function of the distance |r||−r′||0|.
In other words, the increase in the SQDM image function αrel(r||) around r|| = r′||0, caused by
the increase of γr′||0(r||) due to the nanostructure at r
′
||0, has the same shape but opposite sign as
the sum of the decreases in αrel(r||) that originate from the screening action of the nanostructure
on γr′||(r||) at all r
′
|| 6= r′||0. This is indicated by the red and green arrows in Fig. 15A. However,
due to the different potential of the tip electrode, the two cases B and C do not cancel precisely
to zero, as the FE simulation in Fig. 15D shows. The strong reduction of red to the black curve
in Fig. 15D explains why the large ratio c/g in Sec. 4.4.4 does not lead to a similarly strong
enhancement of αrel in the first-order mean field approximation.
4.4.6 Performance of the first-order mean-field approximation
We demonstrate the use of the first-order mean field approximation and its deviation from the
zeroth-order approximation for the example of a single nanostructure of height td at r′||0 on an
otherwise flat surface. By definition, all individual fi in Eq. 64 are zero in the zeroth-order
approximation and consequently the γr′||(r||) for r
′
|| 6= r′||0 are unaffected by the presence of the
nanostructure. In contrast, in the first-order mean field approximation, the sum
n∑′
i=1
fi(r||, z, r′||, td, ti) (125)
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Figure 16: Comparison of zeroth- and first-order approximation with FE simulations. A Relative
gating efficiency αrel above a zero dimensional nanostructure (3 × 3 × 1 A˚3) at r′||0 on an otherwise flat
surface as calculated with the three different methods. The image resolution for the zeroth- and first-
order approximation is 1 pixel/A˚, for the FE simulation it is 3 voxel/A˚. B Profile of αrel perpendicular to
a step edge (height 1 A˚). While the zeroth-order approximation comes very close to the FE result, the
αrel curve from first-order approximation is characterized by strong overshooting in the vicinity of the
step edge. C Plots of the relative enhancement or damping of γr′||φ(r||) with r
′
||φ = 0 as induced by the
zero-dimensional nanostructure from panel A placed at different positions r′||0 and calculated with the
first-order approximation and FE simulations. The reference curve γ0(r||) is calculated in the absence of
the nanostructure.
is nonzero, unless r′|| = r
′
||0 whence ti = 0 ∀ r′′||i 6= r′||0 (Eq. 65, note that r′′||i = r′||0 is excluded
from the sum).
A major difference between the full description of the potential around a nanostructure as
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captured in FE simulations on the one hand and the first-order approximation in combination
with the mean field t¯ approximation on the other hand is the shape of the individual γ functions
in Eq. 123. In the t¯ approximation axial symmetry around r′|| is enforced for every individual
γ function. We highlight the consequences of this provision by two exemplary scenarios, (1)
a zero-dimensional nanostructure (Fig. 16A) and (2) a surface step (Fig. 16B). We compare
αrel(r|| − r′||0) as obtained from the zeroth-order and the first-order mean field approximations
with FE simulations for the two scenarios. Fig. 16A shows that the zeroth-order approximation
(green curve) substantially underestimates the strength of the influence of the nanostructure on
αrel. The obvious reason is that the factor g which determined the norm of γ has been defined
for the closed layer with maximal screening. The first-order approximation in principle corrects
this deficiency as it increases αrel (red curve in Fig. 16A). However, in combination with the
mean field t¯ approximation it also results in an unrealistic ”sombrero” shape of αrel(|r|| − r′||0|).
The origin of the sombrero shape can be understood when comparing the individual axi-
ally symmetric γr′||(r||) functions from the first-order mean field approximation with their FE-
simulated counterparts (Fig. 16C). To facilitate this comparison, we plot the relative change
γr′||φ(r||)/γ0(r||), where γ0(r||) is the γr′||φ(r||) function in the absence of the nanostructure. As
before, the potential is applied at r′||φ = 0.
When the nanostructure is placed at zero where also the potential is applied (r′||0 = r
′
||φ = 0),
a scenario with axial symmetry is created as reflected by the red curves in Fig. 16C which are
both symmetric around r|| = 0. Since t¯(0) = 0 (no self-screening), γr′||φ has the same shape as
γ0 but an amplitude that is larger by a factor 1 + ctd. In our example, we have chosen td = 1 A˚
which leads to the dashed red curve. The fitting procedure used for the determination of c
(Fig. 14) results in a good correspondence between the amplitudes of the FE simulation (solid
red) and of the first-order approximation.
When the nanostructure is placed beside the point r′||φ = 0 where the potential is applied,
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at r′||0 = 3 A˚ (blue) and 6 A˚ (yellow), it partially screens the potential at r
′
||φ, thereby damping
the respective γr′||φ . Since the axial symmetry is now broken, the FE simulation curves are
asymmetric. The FE simulations reveal that the screening predominantly attenuates γ in the
region above and behind the nanostructure (r′||0 . r||), whereas γ is less affected in the opposite
direction (r′||0 & r||). However, since for large offsets |r|| − r′||φ| both, γr′||φ(r||) and γ0(r||),
approach zero very quickly, the maximal absolute damping of γr′||φ occurs in the immediate
vicinity of the nanostructure (r|| ≈ r′||0). This is also where the absolute enhancement of γr′||0(r||)
due to the nanostructure is maximal (for r′||φ = r
′
||0). Since both effects are strongest at the same
position, namely at r|| = r′||0, both contributions cancel to a large extent and the shape of αrel
upon introduction of the nanostructure is barely changed which leads to the results in Figs. 15D
and 16A. This is in marked contrast to the first-order approximation which leads to the sombrero
shape.
In the first-order approximation the axial symmetry of the γr′|| curves is retained due to the
t¯ mean-field approximation. Since t¯ > 0 for the dashed blue and yellow curves, the shapes of
γr′|| and γ0 are slightly different which explains the (weak) symmetric r|| dependency of the two
curves in Fig. 16C. The relative amplitude γr′||φ/γ0 is now determined by 1 + gt¯ + c(td − t¯)
(Eqs. 110 and 120) which is smaller than 1 since t¯(r′||φ) > 0 whereas td(r
′
||φ) = 0, and g  c.
The precise value of the relative amplitude depends on the weighting function θ used to calculate
t¯ around the nanostructure (Fig. 13B) and rapidly approaches 1 as |r′||0 − r′||φ| increases (dashed
yellow curve).
Since the screening factor is applied uniformly to γr′||φ (independent of r||) in the first-order
mean field approximation, too little screening occurs at the position r′||0 of the nanostructure,
whereas too much screening is applied in the region around the nanostructure. This creates
the regions of αrel < 1 in the red curve in Fig. 16A and, in general, its sombrero shape. It is
interesting to note that, for a single nanostructure, the second term in Eq. 110 which depends
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on td − t¯ is zero if integrated over the entire r|| imaging plane, since θ (Eq. 116) is normalized
to 1.
As a second example to assess the properties of the zeroth and first-order approximation we
consider a step edge. Figure 16B shows that in this case the t¯ approximation and the resulting
enforced axial symmetry of γr′||(r||) has much stronger consequences, namely an over-damping
and corresponding overshooting at the lower and higher terrace side of the step respectively. The
zeroth-order approximation on the other hand reproduces the FE simulated αrel curve almost
perfectly.
In conclusion, we find that of the two approximations evaluated here, the zeroth-order ap-
proximation is the better choice for an actual SQDM image deconvolution since it is devoid
of overshooting artifacts. Its major shortcoming, a general underestimation of αrel for isolated
objects, can be overcome by the first-order approximation, but the additional mean field t¯ ap-
proximation as employed here leads to artifacts. As an outlook, the first-order approximation
could, however, become the better choice if the t¯ approximation and the associated axial sym-
metry of γ is replaced by a more sophisticated approach. Such an approach could, for example,
be based on a set of FE simulations as the ones in Fig. 16C.
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5 Surface dipoles of nanoscale objects
5.1 Surface potential and dipole density
Quite generally, the surface potential Φs can also be understood as a local surface dipole densi-
ties Π⊥ ≡ P⊥/A relative to the empty surface. This can be seen as follows: If a charge density
σc(r′) is applied at height zc to the metallic sample surface S , this creates an image charge
density σi(r′) below the surface. Together, they form a capacitor. Because the lower ”plate”
with charge density σi(r′) is in the metal, it is grounded, i.e. Φi(r′) ≡ 0. For the purpose of
the present argument, we fix the zero of the coordinate z′ normal to the surface at this plate.
Furthermore, we assume that locally we can approximate the capacitor at r′ as a parallel plate
capacitor. Then, according to Gauss’s law the electric potential due to the image charge plate a
z is
Φi(r′, z) = − 1
2
σi(r′)z, (126)
while the potential of the upper plate is given by
Φc(r′, z) =
1
2
σc(r′)(z − zc) + 1
2
σc(r′)zc. (127)
Since σi(r′) = −σc(r′), we obtain
Φs(r′) = Φc(r′, zc) + Φi(r′, zc) =
1

σc(r′)zc. (128)
If we define
Π⊥(r′) = σc(r′)zc, (129)
we obtain the Helmholtz equation
Φs(r′) =
1

Π⊥(r′). (130)
In other words, the surface potential is directly proportional to a perpendicular dipole density.
For simplicity, we may set  = 0. Eq. 130 accounts properly for the orientation of the dipole
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density. If σc > 0 (σc < 0), then also Π⊥ > 0 (Π⊥ < 0), and the dipole density points
outward (inward), always towards the positive charge, as it must. The work function change
∆W associated with the surface potential Φs is simply ∆W = eΦs, where e is the charge of the
electron (with sign).
5.2 Dipole moments of nanostructures from 2D integration
While the dipole moment density Π⊥ is a meaningful quantity for extended uniform surface
nanostructures on the sample surface, it is of little meaning at Angstrom-sized inhomogeneous
structures, for which the surface dipole moment P⊥ itself gives a more meaningful description.
The latter can be obtained from the former by integration over the areaN of the nanostructure
where Π⊥ 6= 0,
P⊥ =
∫∫
N
pi(r′)d2r′ = 0
∫∫
N
Φs(r′)d2r′. (131)
Therefore, surface dipoles P⊥ of individual nanostructures can be obtained by SQDM if the
respective structure is located on the empty surface such that Φs = 0 for the entire border of
the integration area N . While we stick to the Φs = 0 case in the following, in fact, relative
dipole moments can also be obtained if Φs provides a constant, non-zero background over the
entire integration area. An example for the latter case would be the dipole of a vacancy inside
an otherwise closed adsorbate layer.
range of γ*
Φ  = 0
s
V* = 0
Figure 17: Integration areas required to obtain surface dipole moments. To be able to obtain P⊥
from an integration of V ∗ the following conditions have to hold: Φs 6= 0 inN and Φs = 0 outside. V ∗ 6= 0
in A and V ∗ = 0 outside. Consequently, the minimal size of A is given by the range of γ∗.
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We note that under certain assumptions we find
P⊥ =
∫∫
N
Φs(r′)d2r′ =
∫∫
A
V ∗(r)d2r, (132)
Here, we have considered a situation where the condition Φs = 0 holds even in an area A
around the nanostructure which is defined such that γ∗(r||, z, r′||) ≈ 0 for all pairs (r||, r′||) where
r|| lies on the border of A and r′|| ∈ N (Fig. 17). In this case we can write∫∫
A
V ∗(r||, z)d2r|| =
∫∫
A
∫∫
N
Φs(r′||)γ
∗(r||, z, r′||)d
2r′||
 d2r||
=
∫∫
N
∫∫
A
Φs(r′||)γ
∗(r||, z, r′||)d
2r||
 d2r′||
(133)
Here we have made use of Fubini’s theorem to reverse the order of integration. Since Φs(r′||)
does not depend on r||, we find∫∫
A
V ∗(r||, z)d2r|| =
∫∫
N
Φs(r′||)∫∫
A
γ∗(r||, z, r′||)d
2r||
 d2r′|| (134)
The inner integral of γ∗ over A yields 1 for any given r|| by the definition of γ∗. Note that
this is only valid if there is a translational symmetry on the surface. In general the integrals∫∫
γ(r||, z, r′||)d
2r|| 6=
∫∫
γ(r||, z, r′||)d
2r′|| (Eq. 112). This means that the normalization criterion
of Eq. 51 does not hold if there is no translational invariance in γ. Thus we finally arrive at∫∫
A
V ∗(r||, z)d2r|| =
∫∫
N
Φs(r′||)d
2r′||
=
1
0
∫∫
N
Π⊥(r′||)d
2r′||
=
1
0
P⊥.
(135)
This relation proves that dipole moments of nanostructures can potentially be inferred di-
rectly from the measured V ∗ image without the need for the deconvolution procedure.
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary
SQDM is a powerful imaging technique which can reveal the rich electrostatic landscape at the
nanoscale with high resolution. The working principle of SQDM is based on the gating of a
QD which is mechanically strongly but electronically weakly coupled to the conductive tip of
a non-contact atomic force microscope. The potential difference between the QD and the tip is
influenced by the potential and the shape of the surfaces of tip and sample. SQDM can hence
be interpreted in the framework of a boundary-value problem of electrostatics. In this paper, we
have derived the respective general formalism for metallic as well as dielectric boundaries.
In SQDM we measure the constantly changing bias voltage which needs to be applied to
the sample during scanning to continually compensate the influence of the locally varying static
surface potential on the QD. These are the primary measurands V ±. The secondary measurands
V ∗ and αrel are calculated from V ±. The relative gating efficiency αrel quantifies the contribution
of the surface topography on the QD potential ΦQD, while V ∗ quantifies the influence of Φs on
ΦQD for a given topography. Consequently, we have always have to define a topography before
attempting to recover the surface potential from V ∗.
Since changes in αrel during scanning cannot be uniquely attributed to either metallic or
dielectric topographic features, we have introduced the concept of a dielectric topography td
which combines variations in topography and in dielectric properties of the sample surface
into a single quantity. The dielectric topography of the sample is the hypothetical metallic
topography which would yield the same relative gating efficiency αrel as the actual surface
topography. With this definition, we have two unknowns Φs and td in the object plane of the
sample surface which need to be recovered from the two secondary measurands V ∗ and αrel
measured in the imaging plane (at the height z of the QD). As the central part of this paper
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we have outlined a strategy to achieve this recovery. This is an inverse problem in which the
point spread function γ plays a central role. γ is related to the gradient of the Green’s function
on the sample surface (Eq. 47) which, in turn, encodes td. However, this encoding is non-local
(Sec. 4.1) such that γ becomes a functional of td (Eq. 61). There exists no analytical expression
for γ, even for the simplest case in which tip and surface are approximated as parallel planes.
Hence, we have presented a series of approximative solutions and discussed their implications.
Initially, we limited our considerations to a flat sample surface and discussed the cases
of a flat tip (Sec. 4.3.1), an axially symmetric tip (Sec. 4.3.2), and an arbitrarily shaped tip
(Sec. 4.3.2). All these approximations are convenient since they yield a single γ function for
all points in an image (i.e. γ is translationally invariant), which is important for the recovery
of surface dipole moments directly from V ∗ images (Sec. 5.2). However, since a flat surface
implies that td = 0 and αrel = const, these approximations cannot be used to interpret αrel
images in terms of td. To go beyond flat surfaces, we have approximated the functional which
relates γ and td (Eq. 61) using the mathematical approach of high-dimensional model represen-
tation (Sec. 4.4.2) and truncating the resulting sum (Eq. 64) after the first or second term. In
the zeroth-order approximation (Sec. 4.4.3), which only includes the first term of HDMR, the
non-local nature of the relation between td and γ is completely neglected (Eq. 67). In the course
of this derivation we define γtopo as a measure for the local difference in γ between a flat surface
(γ = γaxial) and a surface with td 6= 0 (Eq. 79). We find that γtopo is proportional to γaxial such
that in the zeroth-order approximation γ differs from its flat-surface pendant γaxial only insofar
as its amplitude now increases or decreases with the local value of td (Eq. 91). This yields a
straightforward relation between γ and αrel (Eq. 92) which can be used to recover the object
function td via deconvolution.
In the first-order approximation (Sec. 4.4.4) we include non-local effects into our description
of the relation between γ and td. To reduce the complexity of the problem, this is done via a
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mean field approximation in which the entire topography around each location r′|| on the surface
is summed into a single number t¯ via a kernel summation (Eq. 114). Similar to the zeroth-order
approximation, also in the first-order approximation, γtopo is proportional to γaxial. However,
with respect to the zeroth-order approximation there are two notable differences: First, γaxial is
calculated for a tip-QD distance z − t¯ instead of z and second, γtopo is scales with td− t¯ instead
of td (Eq. 105).
In the first order approximation a protrusion at r′|| causes an increase in γ at r
′
|| (where td-t¯ is
positive) but simultaneously a decrease in the region around r′|| (where td-t¯ is negative). These
two effects compensate each other to a large extent (Fig. 15). In the zeroth-order approximation,
on the other hand, there is no influence of the protrusion on its surrounding. Thus it is not
surprising that the amplitude of γtopo varies much stronger with the height of the protrusion td
in the first-order approximation compared to the zeroth-order approximation. We derive a ratio
of c/g ≈ 40 : 1 for the strength of this scaling from finite element simulations (Fig. 14) and
experiments. With this information, we can use Eq. 110 which gives the relation between αrel
and td in the first-order approximation to recover the object function td via deconvolution.
In the last part of the paper, we compare the performance of the zeroth and first-order ap-
proximation to finite-element simulations for two prototypical surface structures: An atom-
sized protrusion and a step edge (Fig. 16). The benchmark is made with the help of simulated
αrel profiles for a given td (r′||) function. We find that the zeroth-order approximation reproduces
the shape of αrel very well in both cases. This can be explained because an isolated nanostruc-
ture is a case for which the integral over all γ(r||, r′||) with respect to r
′
|| has the same shape as
γaxial(r||) (Fig. 15). However, the amplitude predicted by the zeroth-order approximation for the
isolated protrusion is too small because the factor c which determines the scaling with td is cho-
sen to yield correct results for an extended layer which is characterized by maximal screening.
This also explains the generally good correspondence in the prediction of αrel for the step edge.
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The first-order approximation accounts for the scaling with td in a better way which is
directly reflected in the higher amplitude of αrel predicted for the isolated protrusion. However,
the mean field approximation which we used in the first-order approximation causes a sombrero-
like prediction for αrel, since it is not capable of locating the source of screening at a certain
topographic element but instead produces a smeared-out isotropic screening effect (Fig. 16c).
Consequently, the predicted screening at the position of the protrusion is too weak, whereas it is
too strong in the area around the protrusion. The same reason explains the strong overshooting
visible in the αrel profile across the step edge. These results suggest that at the current level of
theoretical description of γ as reported in this paper, the zeroth-order approximation should be
preferred over the first-order approximation for the analysis of SQDM images and the recovery
of td and Φs images. The convincing results of such a recovery which are reported in Ref. [22]
confirm this conclusion.
6.2 Outlook
Our work establishes the theoretical description of SQDM on the firm basis of the boundary
value formalism and connects the basic Green’s function formalism to practically applicable
recipes for the recovery of dielectric topography and surface potential images from secondary
measurands of SQDM. Our theoretical analysis and benchmarking also clearly indicates where
the analysis can be improved further. Most importantly, we have linked the poor overall per-
formance of the first-order approximation to the inability of the mean-field approximation to
describe local screening effects. Here we see the biggest chance for a future improvement of
the methodology: A more flexible approximation fitted to a series of finite element simulations
could overcome this limitation and further improve our ability to recover dielectric topographies
and the surface potentials from SQDM images. Other data-driven approaches based on simula-
tions seem also feasible. While it seems implausible at first to simulate all possible topographic
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structures of a surface and use it in, for example, a machine learning approach, the situation
is severely simplified by the short-sightedness of SQDM. Because γ drops exponentially with
|r|| − r′|||, any topographic structure outside a region with a radius of about 10 nm becomes ir-
relevant. A second aspect of SQDM image analysis which is worth further research efforts is
the determination of γ functions from experimental data on model systems. Here, high quality
ground truth data for Φs (and possible td) is required which can be obtained by state-of-the-art
ab-initio methods.
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